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In 2017 some papers were promoted to an IEEE SW magazine, Dr Miklos Biro
being one of the editors of that specific volume.

EuroSPI2 & EuroAsiaSPI2 Blue Book Series
The Blue Book is published with an ISBN number which is maintained by the
EuroSPI2 / EuroAsiaSPI2 conference series.
ISBN 978-3-9504505-0-7

Acknowledgements
Some contributions published in this book have been funded with support from the
European Commission. European projects (supporting ECQA and EuroSPI)
contributed to this book including AQU (Automotive Quality Universe), and
InnoTEACH (LET’S BE INNOVATIVE! Development of Creativity, Innovation and
Entrepreneurship), and EMVOI (ISO 17024 Certification for EU Project Managers).
In this case the publications reflect the views only of the author(s), and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use, which may be made of the
information contained therein.

EuroSPI Committees Strategy
EuroSPI has updated its board structure starting from 2017 onwards. To address
the scientific recognition by SPRINGER (annual book series since 2003), and
Wiley (journal series since 2004), representatives from a set of leading universities
and research networks have been established as a conference board. They also
act as main editors for the various books and EU initiatives.
To address the involvement of leading industry we have extended the workshop
community approach to give leadership to industry in special topics for which there
are workshops around the conference. For instance, experts from Volkswagen,
Continental, Robert BOSCH, SQS, Japanese Union of Engineers, etc. are leaders
of workshop communities.
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Welcome by the Local Organizers
Welcome to the 24th EuroSPI2 Conference in Ostrava, Czech
Republic

Svatopluk Stolfa,
VSB TU Ostrava

Jakub Stolfa,
VSB TU Ostrava

VSB – Technical University of Ostrava was founded in 1849,
and has since grown into a modern institution of higher
learning, offering the highest levels of education in technical
and economic branches of study, based on the
interconnection of science, research, education, and the
creative activity that binds and enhances them.
Ostrava has long been a hub of major industry in central
Europe, and study and research at VŠB-TUO is informed by
historically close ties with major international companies, as
well as by joint research and mobility programs with university
partners the world over.
VŠB-TUO is the fourth largest university in the Czech Republic
with over 20,000 students studying in bachelor’s, master’s and
doctoral degree programs in seven faculties and two allUniversity study programs. VŠB-TUO has more than 2,500
employees. In November 2011 VŠB-TUO was awarded the
prestigious ECTS Label, a mark of the quality of
implementation of the credit system in bachelor and master
study programs according to European standards. This label
ensures that our administration of international students has
undergone rigorous examination by an agency of the
European Commission in order to receive this Label.
The University cooperates with educational and research
institutions worldwide. From joint research programs with
universities in the U.S., to cooperative degree and exchange
programs in Europe, Japan, China, and beyond, VŠB-TUO
holds international education as a priority which diversifies and
strengthens not only our student body but the University as a
whole.
VŠB-TUO is a public institution of higher education which
provides tertiary education in technical and economic
sciences. We prepare graduates for the future in a rapidly
changing world. Our commitment is to implement education
programs across different fields, using the research and
development potential of the University. VŠB-TUO has more
than one hundred accredited educational programs.
Research and Development connected to education are
integral to the activities at VŠB-TUO. Our focus on applied
research and close cooperation with industry informs the
teaching activities at the University, ensuring relevance in a
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dynamic international scientific environment. T
VŠB-TUO is the project leader of the EU project AQU
(Automotive Quality Universities, 2015-1-CZ01-KA203013986, 2015- 2017) where a European partnership applied
the AQUA (Knowledge Alliance for Quality in Automotive)
concept with universities in Austria, Germany, France, and
Czech Republic who educate people that will work in
Automotive industry.
VŠB-TUO acts as the host of the 24th EuroSPI2 Conference in
Ostrava, Czech Republic. We are welcoming all participants to
the Moravian-Silesian region.
Contact: Svatopluk Stolfa, e-mail:
svatopluk.stolfa@scoveco.com, Jakub Stolfa, e-mail:
jakub.stolfa@scoveco.com.
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Welcome Address by the EuroSPI² General Chair
EuroSPI is an initiative with the following major action lines
http://www.eurospi.net:

Richard Messnarz

•

Establishing an annual EuroSPI conference supported
by software process improvement networks from
different EU countries.

•

Establishing a social media strategy with groups in
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and online statements an,
speeches and key notes on YouTube, and a set of
proceedings and recommended books.

•

Establishing an effective team of national
representatives (from each EU- country) growing step
by step into more countries of Europe.

•

Establishing a European Qualification Framework for a
pool of professions related with SPI and management.
This is supported by European certificates and
examination systems.

ISCN,
Austria/Ireland

EuroSPI has established a joint newsletter with the European Certification and
Qualification Association (www.eurospi.net, in the menu “About EuroAsiaSPI”), the
SPI Manifesto (SPI = Systems, Software and Services Process Improvement), a
set of social media groups including a selection of presentations and key notes
freely available on YouTube, and access to job role based qualification through the
European Certification and Qualification Association (www.ecqa.org).
A typical characterization of EuroSPI is reflected in a statement made by a
company: “... the biggest value of EuroSPI lies in its function as a European
knowledge and experience exchange mechanism for SPI and innovation.”
Since its beginning in 1994 in Dublin, the EuroSPI initiative has outlined that there
is not a single silver bullet with which to solve SPI issues, but that you need to
understand a combination of different SPI methods and approaches to achieve
concrete benefits. Therefore, each proceedings volume covers a variety of
different topics, and at the conference we discuss potential synergies and the
combined use of such methods and approaches.
Join the community of cross-company learning of good practices!
Contact: Richard Messnarz, ISCN GesmbH, Austria, e-mail: rmess@iscn.com
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Welcome by the ECQA President

Michael Reiner
ECQA, Austria

The European Certification and Qualification Association
(ECQA) is a not-for-profit association joining together
institutions and several thousand professionals from all over
Europe and the world. The association provides a worldwide unified certification schema for numerous professions.
The same exam pool, exam rules and the same electronic
exam system are used for certification exams in any
participating country. It joins experts from the market and
supports the definition and development of the knowledge
required for job roles. ECQA defines and verifies quality
criteria for Training organizations and trainers to ensure the
same level of training all over the world.
Nowadays it is important that training courses are really
recognised and attendees receive a certificate valid for all
European countries. As a backbone of this initiative the EU
supported the establishment of the ECQA almost 10 years
ago.
The European Certification and Qualification Association
(ECQA) is the result of a number of EU supported initiatives
in the last ten years where in the European Union Life Long
Learning Program different educational developments
decided to follow a joint process for the certification of
persons in the industry.

The overall objective of the project was to establish the ECQA which is supported
by training organisations from European countries (currently organisations from
18 countries participate) developing and maintaining a set of quality criteria and
common certification rules which are applied across the different European
regions in the Life Long Learning scope in the IT and services, engineering,
finance and manufacturing sectors.
This resulted in a pool of professions in which a high level of European
comparability has been achieved by an Europe-wide agreed syllabus and skills
set, an European test questions pool and European exam (computer automated
by portals) systems, and a common set of certificate levels and a common
process to issue certificates.
Through the ECQA it becomes possible to attend courses for a specific
profession in one country and perform a Europe-wide agreed examination at the
end of the course. The certificate will be recognized by European training
organizations and institutions in 18 member countries by more than 60 ECQA
members. With the help of Ambassadors the ECQA is also enhancing its
activities by expanding to all over the world (e.g. USA, China, Thailand, India,
Singapore, Japan etc.).
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Michael Reiner, president of the ECQA and lecturer for Business Administration
and E-Business Management at the IMC University of Applied Sciences Krems,
has several years of experience in the field of IT, Microsoft Office, Microsoft NAP
(ERP), Knowledge Management, Business Intelligence, Web 2.0, social networks
and VR&AR. Moreover, Mr. Reiner coordinates and participate various EU
projects. In the last nine years, ECQA has developed towards an international
certifier issuing certificates and establishing partnerships in all European
countries as well as in India, South America, China, Japan and Arabia. This
expansion on the one hand enriches ECQA and its job roles with new views and
different cultural aspects but also shows that there be the need of approaches for
the solution of international certification schemas.
I wish you a good time at the EuroSPI² 2017 in Ostrava, a lot of interesting
networking partners and exploratory meetings.
Contact: Michael Reiner, President of ECQA and Lecturer of IMC University of
Applied Sciences, Austria, e-mail: ecqa_president@ecqa.org
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An Approach for Data Security in the Era
of Industry 4.0 (extended abstract)
Masao Ito
NIL Software Corp. Tokyo, JAPAN
nil@nil.co.jp

1 My view of the industry 4.0
As for the Industry 4.0, in this paper, I assume that we are aiming for the distribution
of the production bases. The web page of the industry 4.0 says: "Production and logistics processes are integrated intelligently across company boundaries to make
manufacturing more efficient and flexible"[1]. This idea is a very attractive one, but
we can quickly found out the issue of the security because we need the network to
connect the factories.
Mainly we focus on the data, which is generated and maintained in the various places such as machines, the factories and the cloud system (figure 1). Of course, there
are many points that we have to consider about security. But we first should focus on
the concept design of the system; we can postpone the decision about the technical
problems such as the level of cipher. In the first phase, we consider the level of security properties that the data must have. Because the security means that we keep assets from the threats. The data is one of the valuable assets.

Fig. 1. The place of data in the industry 4.0 environment
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Omnipresent Data
There are several types of data on which we have to focus [2, 3]; a) the core data by
which we can produce the products and this data is stored in the database, b) the
dynamic data that flows on the network, c) the infrastructure data that is the data for
configure the machines.
We also consider the layers, typically like:
 Inter-factory level
 Intra-factory level
 Inter-machine level
 Intra-machine level
So, we have to check the 3x4 matrix to check the security violation.
Mainly, There are two causes of the security violation. The one is the alternation or
deletion of data by who the malicious person or the organization, the second is the
human error when setting or operating the system. In both cases, it is hard to protect
systems from this violation. As for former, we have several evaluation mechanisms
like the common criteria (CEM: Common Methodology for Information Technology
Security Evaluation). But it doesn't provide the design process of the system or system of systems.

2 An Approach
I propose a simple approach that is just focusing on the data security. First, we identify the important data, and weight it from the viewpoint of keeping assets. Then we
can find out the threats that we have to deal with. This approach is almost same as
the previously proposed one [4].
I also provide the similarity and difference between the ISO 26262 functional safety
approach and the data security approach.

3 References
1. http://www.plattform-i40.de/I40/Navigation/EN/Industrie40/WhatIsIndustrie40/what-isindustrie40.html (accessed 12/4/2017)
2. L. Harney, "Implementing the data safety guidance," 11th International Conference on
System Safety and Cyber-Security (SSCS 2016), London, 2016, pp. 1-12.
3. SCSC, “Data Safety Guidance Version 2.0”, 2017.
4. Ito, M., Finding Threats with Hazards in the Concept Phase of Product Development. In
Systems, Software and Services Process Improvement, Barafort, B.; O’Connor, R.; Poth,
A.; Messnarz, R., Eds. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, Vol. 425, pp. 277-284, 2014
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Best Practices of bi-lateral traceability implementation in Agile
projects
Chandan Shivaramu
Tel: +91-9167-949923, chandan.shivaramu@here.com
HERE Solutions, Unit #2, NESCO IT Building, NESCO Complex, Next to Hub Mall, Goregaon East,
Mumbai, India, 400063

Abstract
This paper aims to share the best practices to implement bidirectional traceability requirements in agile software projects that
are need to be compliant with Automotive SPICE.
Keywords
Traceability, Bi-lateral traceability, Automotive SPICE

1 Introduction
Software (SW) projects in automotive industry usually required to go through Automotive SPICE (A-SPICE) certifications as required by the OEM’s.
Bi-lateral traceability (BT) is one of the mandatory compliance area for the engineering processes (in A-SPICE terms for ENG.4-8 processes) to successfully achieve
Capability Level (CL) 1. This is one area project teams have struggled to find solution
in industries and it becomes highly complex if there are multiple development teams
involved in the project.
In most of the Agile software projects practicing Scrum framework, teams use Atlassian ALM tool suite namely JIRA and Confluence. Please refer to [5] for the statistics
about Scrum being the most widely used agile methodologies and JIRA being the
most widely used Agile Management Tools.
The best practices shown in this paper are derived using these tools including their
plug-ins (Thus the traceability documentation overheads usually required using Excel
or legacy tool are avoided here thereby making of use of the tools the engineering
teams comfortable with).

2 Overview
Traceability Best practices are divided into the following 5 areas of software development.
1. Product Requirements
2. Software Requirements
3. Software Design
4. Software Construction
EuroSPI 2017  3.1
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5. Software Testing

3 Tools used
Tool Name

Usage

JIRA

Project management

Confluence

Documentation

Git

Version Control System

Gerrit

Code Review

Zephyr

Testing plug-in to JIRA

Requirements Yogi

Confluence plug-in to create wiki based documents with traceable links to
JIRA tickets.

Gerrit Code Review

JIRA plug-in to link Gerrit code reviews to JIRA tickets

Zephyr for JIRA

Test Management JIRA plug-in

Jenkins Integration for JIRA

Visualization of Jenkins builds in JIRA

Fig. 1. Tool chain used to implement bilateral traceability

4 Best Practices
4.1

Product Requirements

Product requirements are captured in confluence as wiki pages. Each unique requirement is identified using confluence plug-in called <Requirement Yogi> RY which
helps an entry into a searchable identifier that can be indexed anywhere in confluence and it can be linked to any JIRA ticket.

4.2

Software Requirements

Software Requirements are captured as EPIC’s and user stories (basically JIRA tickets) in JIRA tool. EPIC and user story are natively linked in the tool.
JIRA offers support of linking any ticket to any other ticket from any JIRA project.
BT of SW requirements to Product requirements are met through Requirement Yogi
linkage between Confluence and JIRA respectively.

4.3

Software Design

Work products related to Software design namely software architecture and software
detailed design are written in confluence.
3.2  EuroSPI 2017
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Architectural elements and detailed design components are referenced through <Requirement Yogi> plug-in so that they are linked together.
BT between software architecture and software requirements is through RY ID’s.
Software detailed design can also be implemented through JIRA tasks and linked to
Software Architectural design through RY links.

4.4

Software Construction

Implemented software is stored in Version Control System Git. Code Inspection/Review is done through the tool Gerrit.
Gerrit Code Review can be linked to a JIRA user story using a separate tab within the
JIRA ticket. Through this link, we can establish BT of SW requirements to Software
Units.
BT from SW units to SW detailed design is established through Gerrit to Confluence
through RY.
BT from SW units to SW unit tests are established within Gerrit-Git as they are stored
and referenced together.

4.5

Software Testing

Test cases are written for Software Integration Testing and Software Testing processes using JIRA plug-in called Zephyr. This tool allows to link test cases with JIRA
tickets thereby establishing BT between SW requirements to Software Testing.
There are also Build workflow tools like Electric Commander and Jenkins that are
highly compatible with JIRA and can be used to address BT.
JIRA plug-in for Jenkins integration provides a traceability between a JIRA user story
and a Continuous Integration (CI) software build.
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4.6 Mapping of Traceability tools to Software engineering processes

Fig. 2. Traceability Mapping of software engineering processes to the tools

The above picture describes the mapping of software engineering processes with the
traceability tools. Each process is implemented by the tool/s marked in yellow colored
text.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Agile enabled organizations who are incorporating Scrum methodologies for their
software development projects can easily demonstrate the traceability requirements
of A-SPICE by adopting these best practices along with the recommended ALM tool
chain.
If the Atlassian ALM tool chain (JIRA and Confluence) is already adopted by the organization, then the implementation of best practices will be much simpler.
The plug-ins to JIRA and Confluence mentioned in the paper are essential requirements to complete the traceability compliance required by the A-SPICE PAM version
2.5 standards.
The best practices described have been extensively used in many of our software
projects which have been successfully certified for A-SPICE CL-3 for HIS scope of
process set.
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Formulation of process improvement
knowledge
~ 7 components of a good PI story ~
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HASHIMOTO, Koichi TANGE
Japan Software Process Improvement Consortium (JASPIC)
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Abstract
The authors have been working within "Japan SPI Consortium"
towards establishment of a knowledge structure for process improvement (PI). Our objective is to store useful knowledge, to
provide mechanisms for their usage, and to encourage creation
of new knowledge. During our efforts to extract, categorize and
consolidate knowledge from the presentation materials at the
conferences, we saw problems with respect to the coverage of
knowledge expressed in the experiences. To solve this issue, we
devised a knowledge model that consists of seven information
elements as a representation, and then introduced a standard
template to be used when submitting a proposal to the conference. As a result, statistically significant change in the coverage
was observed, and the amount of information has increased for
items such as causal analysis, verification and validation of process improvement. Positive feedbacks were obtained from proposal reviewers and conference participants for improved understandability. Percentage of successful stories has also increased
among the presentations.
Keywords Process improvement knowledge, Formulation of knowledge,
Coverage of knowledge, Standardization by template

1 Motivation for Formulation of Process Improvement Knowledge
1.1

Objectives for Japan SPI Consortium

Japan SPI Consortium (JASPIC), a non-profit organization established for collecting
and disseminating “good practices” in Software Process Improvement efforts, have
been organizing SPI conferences in Japan since 2003 [1]. Industrial experiences are
presented along with keynote presentations, workshops, and tutorials. These presentations are publicly available for future usage.
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To further develop systematic knowledge base of Process Improvement, the authors
have formed a special interest group within JASPIC. We have analyzed these
presentations to extract various forms of knowledge (e.g. keywords, concepts, principles, and good practices) so that it will support producing more successful stories in
the community.

1.2

Challenges in Formulating Process Improvement Knowledge

Unlike in many other engineering domains, software development deals
with human centric processes. It is quite rare for a specific process to be
repeated under the exactly same condition. A “good practice” needs to
be tailored with appropriate interpretation of the context.
Similarly, a “good Process Improvement practice” needs to be tailored. A
specific solution used in one PI story may not reproduce the same outcome in another organization under different context. Reusability of PI
knowledge (whether it is a “good practice in development” or a “good PI
practice in PI activities”) is quite limited without contextual information.
This creates challenges in telling a “good” PI story from reusability perspective. First, it needs to communicate right amount of contextual information, but it may not be easy to do so for those who do not have adequate understanding of other organizations. Second, it is difficult to
prove causality between the “solution” and the “outcome” in the story.
One successful story under varying conditions may not be convincing in
the future occurrence even in the same organization, much less in other
organizations. As such, experience reports in SPI conferences tend to be
anecdotal, or show inadequate analysis.
In 2012, we noticed that these challenges had become a barrier to formulate PI knowledge base from conference presentations. We first noticed that the information covered in these presentations is not complete
enough to be transformed into a formal knowledge. We also noticed that
we do not have a shared understanding in the community regarding the
right contents to be included in a “good PI story”.
2 Components of Process Improvement Story
2.1 Basic Structure of Process Improvement Activity.
To clarify the essential components in a PI story, we began by establishing a basic
structure as show in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Basic structure of process improvement activity

In Figure 1, the symbol y / y’ denotes a state (an observed phenomenon) before / after improvement, and the symbol x / x’ denotes a causing process before / after improvement. Process improvement, in a nutshell, is an effort to change an underlying
process (x) to achieve a desired (improved) state (y’). It generally starts with an identification of state that requires an improvement, either in the form of current problem,
and/or in the form of future desired result. Then it requires an identification of entities
(e.g. process, resources, and inputs) that are causing the current situation. This typically requires a causal analysis or some form of hypothesis obtained from external
knowledge. Changing a process typically requires major efforts and it is usually a
primary focus of PI story. After the changed process has been performed, the result
is analyzed to verify the impact of such a change.
Any PI story should include these elements to be considered “complete”. Otherwise,
it’s a description of problems, hypothetical analyses, proposed solutions, incomplete
efforts, or unproven experiments. Even in such an “incomplete” story, there can be
many pieces of useful information. However, it becomes more useful when all these
elements are provided in a consistent way so that it can be seen as a reusable package. A “good practice” can be established from such packages.

2.2 Additional Elements of Process Improvement Story
The basic package mentioned above provides a reusable set of information, especially under the same context. As mentioned in 1.2, however, for a larger community,
additional context information is needed to understand the story and judge its applicability. Standard information needed to describe a context still needs to be clarified. According to the author’s experiences, common information that audiences
seem to want to know is for example application domain, organization’s type, size,
and project information. It also typically includes other background information that
explains “why” the improvement effort started (e.g. purpose, or higher objectives).
Another useful piece of information to be communicated is a retrospective analysis or
“validation” of a story. This would typically go back to the starting point of the story
and see if the original intent or purpose of the improvement effort is satisfied. It also
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includes analyses such as cost-benefit calculation and identification of risks/issues
and future improvement. This component of knowledge also communicates business
values for wider audiences.

3

Promotion of Template for Process Improvement Story

3.1 Updating a Template for a Conference Presentation
To collect process improvement experiences that cover the essential components of
PI story as discussed above, we decided to introduce a new form of template to be
used at SPI Japan conference.
Traditionally, presenters at the conference submitted a presentation outline of about
2 pages in A4 (more than 1000 characters), and multiple reviewers evaluated them
for utility and reliability. There was a brief template for this outline, which suggested
that an outline includes "background, theme, contents (idea and original thought) and
effect".
For 2013 conference, we expanded this template to cover the essential components
plus more in-depth items. Below is an excerpt of a main part of the new template [2].
Main part of the new template (excerpt from “2013” version)
Background
Motive for the activity described in this presentation, original purpose and premise,
etc.
State before improvement
Selected situation, problems and symptoms considered as improvement target.
And, the rationale of selection.
Causes that brought the state before improvement (i.e. causality)
Phenomenon and/or cause that created a state before improvement (e.g. some processes). There can be more than one phenomena or cause.
And, the method that revealed/selected/identified these phenomena and causes.
Content of changes and/or countermeasures
Change includes situations such as "Something is changed", "Something is abolished", and "A new thing is added".
And, the rationale of selection.
Implementation of changes and/or countermeasures
Activities performed to achieve the change or to implement the countermeasure.
And, any devised efforts, or issues that were encountered.
State after improvement and the effect of change
Changes that occurred after (5) “implementation of changes and/or countermeasures”.
 Changes of situation specified in (2) "state before improvement”, i.e. effect of
change.
 And, verification of changes being not accidental. (if possible)
1. Validation of improvement activity
 Validity of the improvements, cost-effectiveness, remaining issues, secondary effect, after analyzing overall improvement activity.
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3.2 Using and Continuously Improving a Template
Since the template was first released for 2013 conference, it has been recommended
as a “standard” template. Presenters could also tailor it to add more chapters or modify as appropriate. They could also choose not to use it at all, but majority of the presenters used as it is or with minor modifications.
After the proposals were submitted, our group checked their contents to evaluate if
they contain the intended components, and gave feedbacks to the presenters if necessary in addition to the comments from the official reviewers. We also asked the
presenters to give us a feedback regarding the template. These comments helped us
improve the template for the subsequent conferences. We now have updated it four
times since the original release, and it has grown into a template and the guide with
more explanatory statements, examples, and graphical representation of relationships among components as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Relationships among components

We have also conducted some workshops with consortium members and conference
participants to discuss the usability of the template (and its underlying concept) for
future improvement. This also helped them become familiar with the template so that
it becomes easier for them to submit a proposal for the conference.

4

Effects by Introducing the Template

4.1 Initial Result in 2013
Evaluation Method:
To evaluate the effects of template introduction, we performed a comparative analysis of the coverage of presentation contents between those from 2011 (without the
template) and those from 2013 (with the template).
The primary objective of our efforts was to improve the amount of information in the
presentation, so we focused on the following two attributes for analysis:
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(1) Completeness: whether the presentation includes the designated items in the
template. There are 13 items (as bullets in the template) and each item is
evaluated as “largely adequate” (1 point), “partially adequate” (0.5 point), or
“inadequate” (0 point). Highest total score would be 13.
(2) Coverage: whether the presentation includes the basic components (chapters). If the first item (bullets) in each chapter is evaluated as “largely adequate”, then the chapter is considered to be “covered” and given 1 point.
Highest total score would be 7 for this attribute.
We randomly selected 25 presentations each from 2011 and 2013 conferences, and
5 people evaluated 5 cases each. To minimize variability due to subjective evaluation, sample cases were used to gauge the degree of variability, and adjust the evaluation process.
Evaluation Result:
The distribution of scores from 2011 conference is shown in Figure 3. The mean of
Coverage score was 3.24 (out of 7), and the mean of Completeness score was 6.50
(out of 13), which means the presentations included only 50 % of what we consider a
“complete story”.

Fig. 3. Distribution of scores from 2011 conference

The distribution of scores from 2013 conference is shown in Figure 4. The mean of
Coverage score was up to 4.32, and the mean of Completeness score was up to
7.80. The improvement ratio was 15% and 10% respectively.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of scores from 2013 conference

Statistical Analysis:
As we saw some improvements between 2011 and 2013, we further conducted statistical analysis to see if there is a statistical significance in the change.
Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of the attributes from 2011 and 2013, and Table
2 shows the result of significance tests.
Normality (by Shapiro – Wilk test) for Coverage score is rejected for 2013, possibly
due to logical dependencies among the items, thus we looked at the result of Wilcoxon’s test. The p is 0.0262 from the test, so we will reject the null hypothesis (i.e. suggesting significant change).
For Completeness score, normality and homogeneity of variance (by two-tailed F
test) seems OK, so we can use the result of t-test. The p is about 0.05 so it’s marginal, but not too bad to suggest a significant change in the result.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of attributes (2011 and 2013)

Coverage:
Mean (%), and its
95% confidence interval
Standard deviation
Completeness:
Mean (%), and its
95% confidence interval
Standard deviation

2011

2013

3.24(46%)
[2.67-3.81]
1.39

4.32(62%)
[3.55-5.09]
1.86

6.50(50%)
[5.65-7.34]
2.05

7.80(60%)
[6.76-8.84]
2.51

Table 2. Result of significance tests

2011
Coverage:
Normality

p=0.068

2013
p=0.0186
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Homogeneity of variance
t-test
Welch’s test
Wilcoxon’s test
Completeness:
Normality
Homogeneity of variance
t-test
Welch’s test
Wilcoxon’s test

p=0.1602
p=0.0246
p=0.0250
p=0.0262
p=0.3775
p=0.4875
p=0.3214
p=0.0505
p=0.0507
p=0.0542

4.2 Subsequent Results after 2013
Subsequent Evaluation Results:
As a result of initial analysis, we determined to continue to use the template in the
2014 conference. As mentioned in section 3.2, we continuously improved the template package and also performed supporting activities while monitoring each year’s
presentations to see if we are getting good results.
Figures 5 shows evaluation results from subsequent conferences.

Fig. 5. Distribution of scores from 2014, 2015, and 2016 (from left to right)

Figure 6 shows the trend of Coverage and Completeness scores in the form of boxplot and 95% confidence interval of the average of each score. Coverage score
shows steady improvement. Especially for 2016, the box plot is no longer a “box” as
majority received 7 points. We consider that this attribute is no longer a major issue.
Completeness score also shows improvement after 2013, but there’s a slight drop in
2016 (although not statistically significant). Average Completeness score is around
9.5-9.8 (out of 13) in the last three years, which is almost 50% improvement from
2011 conference, but we still have areas for improvement.
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Fig. 6. Annual trend of scores from 2011 to 2016

Evaluation of Frequently Missing Items:
When we started this effort, there were a few frequently missing “items”, such as
causal analysis of issues, (quantitative or statistical) verification of improvement results and validation of improvement activity. By introducing a template which is explicitly requesting these items, we expected that these items will not be missed too
often.
Table 3 shows the scores of these specific items for 2011(before) and 2016(most recent). Two of these three items improved to a satisfactory level (above 90%), but the
score for quantitative verification remains low. Considering the nature of the conference, it may be somewhat demanding to ask for this item, and we may not be able to
expect this to be as high as other items.
Table 3. Comparison of scores for frequently missing items

Frequently Missing Item
causal analysis of issues
verification of results
validation of improvement
activity

5

Score
in 2011
0.54
0.06
0.12

Score
in 2016
0.94
0.30
0.91

Ratio
(2016/2011)
1.7
5.0
7.6

Quality of Process Improvement Knowledge

Although a definition of “Quality of PI knowledge” would require further discussion in
the community, the authors believe that it includes at least applicability (or reusability)
and effectiveness.
The efforts explained in this report showed improvements in the coverage of information, which will help increase the reusability of the PI stories reported in the community. At least, adequacy of information in these stories will help the understandability of such stories to determine their applicability. We have already heard positive (but
yet qualitative) comments from reviewers and conference participants regarding this
aspect.
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Another aspect that might suggest the improvement in the quality of knowledge is
the amount of “successful PI stories”. A successful PI story communicates an effective knowledge to the community by showing a positive outcome with verification and
validation. We introduced a scoring method to evaluate the degree of verification (0-2
scale) and degree of validation (0-3 scale). The former score shows how the story is
successful in terms of achieving the improvement target (e.g. solving the specified
problems or achieving specified target), while the latter score shows how it is successful in terms of satisfying the needs (e.g. contributing to achieve a business value). Table 4 shows the comparison of average scores from 2011 and 2016. Again,
we see a clear improvement in the scores, thus we conclude that our efforts have
contributed to the improved quality of knowledge exchanged in the community.
Table 4. Comparison of scores for “successful stories”

6

Score
in 2011

Score
in 2016

Ratio (2016/2011)

Score for verification

0.64

1.61

2.5

Score for validation

0.04

1.00

25.0

Total (verification + validation)

0.68

2.61

3.8

Conclusion

In order to collect “good process improvement stories” in the SPI conference in Japan, we formalized the structure of process improvement knowledge and standardized it as a template to be used in the conference proposal. As a result, the amount
of information included in these PI stories increased steadily over the last four years.
The quality of knowledge also improved as we saw significant growth in the scores of
“successful stories”.
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support for our efforts. We also thank those people who participated in the discussion
to create this paper, especially Ms. Keiko Mizuta.
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“Beware the ides of March”– Future of
(cyber)security testing
Paivi Brunou, Nixu, Finland
Päivi Brunou +358406601682
Paivi.brunou@nixu.com

Abstract. The Presentation key points
• Modus operandi for cybersecurity testing needs to change
• Controls are not enough!
• Left sift. Yes, start earlier and test incrementally
• How about the blue team?
• Bug bounties, crowdsourcing short term bliss or here to stay?

1 Motivation for Presentation
Organizations invest in defensive security measures, monitoring and (external) security team(s) to protect their business. Yet It takes on average 69 days to realize that
your system has been compromised. In many cases this information is then received
from 3rd parties like customers or governmental agenises.
“Beware the ides of March” the recommendation in Shakespeare’s Julius Cesar is
both clear (you better watch out) and at the same time enigmatic. The problem is that
the message was incomplete. As many companies traditionally focus on building controls (And yes, many cyber- attacks could be prevented by implementing basic controls) companies are not really prepared when the breach happens. This is why testing efforts need to be geared towards providing information for detection, recovery
and remediation.
In the world of micro services systems like headless ecommerce are build more and
more based on components and libraries. This means less written code and more
integrations and API’s. These kinds of environments are tricky for traditional testing
as the change can happen in multiple locations and high level of automation is often
crucial. Like any other testing activities, security testing needs to leverage both static
and dynamic testing and various methods throughout the whole development lifecycle.
Simply left sift. The regular Security assessment with production ready environment
with production ready data just prior launch is merely providing you information. In
addition, quality attributes like performance, usability and security are often creating
overlapping and contradiction requirements.
A red teaming exercise is a simulation of a realistic threat agent targeting a specific
organization. The attack is persistent and multiple attack avenues are tried to reach
the end goal. The end goal is to obtain information that is commonly vital for the organization under attack. While red teaming has gained attention lately – how about
the counterpart – Blue teams? How testing can support the combination of people,
tools and processes work in practice to response to targeted attacks where goal is to
obtain for example R&D trade secrets, finance, HR and other competitive information.
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Crowdsourced security testing and bug bounties have gained attention in lately due
to big bounties and media appeal. But are these longer term solutions or just for short
fun ? Pro’s and Con’s, discussion and percolation on whether these are right for your
test strategy.
1.1

Background

Engaged discussions with colleagues, QA enthusiasts and various experts over the
year energize me. Having had the opportunity to speak in various seminars has always taught me something new. Am passionate about knowledge sharing and supporting #everydaylearning.
My heart simply beats for quality and lean methods. I also have some sense of humour and drink coffee generously, (milk no more sugar, thank you). I prefer adapting
various quality methods for context-driven approach and get all excited about matching measurable quality attributes and business needs.
Currently
in
the
realms
of
#Cybersecurity
LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/paivibrunou/
Experience as speaker
• Delivering various internal trainings
• Event: Prosessipäivät 2016, April Helsinki Finland Topic: What’s for Lunch?
Reseptejä prosessien kehittämiseen (In Finnish about SPI)
• Event: Software quality days, 2015/01 Vienna Austria Topic: Making quality
visible - selecting the quality attributes that count (Quality)
• Event: Profes 2014/12 Helsinki, Finland Applying the LAPPI Technique in QA and
Testing (SPI)
• Topic: Tutorial: Practical Process Improvements – Event: Europe 2014/06,
Luxembourg Topic: Workshop - Measurement “Five essential moves for visible
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Extending Automotive SPICE 3.0 for the Use in
ADAS and Future Self Driving Service
Architectures
Richard Messnarz, ISCN GesmbH, Austria. E-mail: rmess@iscn.com
Christian Kreiner, Graz University of Technology. E-mail: christian.kreiner@tugraz.at
Georg Macher, AVL List GmbH, Austria. E-mail: georg.macher@avl.com
Alastair Walker, Lorit Consultancy LTD, Scotland. E-mail: alastair.walker@lorit-consultancy.com

Abstract
The SOQRATES (www.soqrates.de) working party has been established in
2003 with the support of the Bavarian SW initiative. Major Automotive
suppliers joined forces to exchange best practices in topics such as
Automotive SPICE, functional safety, and cybersecurity.
The Research method of SOQRATES is to compare the best practices and in
case a specific design pattern is accepted by all parties it is declared as a
state of the art for the group.
Some of the results of the working party have been packaged into training
courses.
E.g. in the EU project SafEUr (518632-LLP-1-2011-1-AT-LEONARDO-LMP,
2011- 2012) a European partnership with inputs from SOQRATES developed
a skill set, training materials and best practices for ISO 26262 promoting best
practice design strategies which were exchanged in the partnerships.
E.g. in the EU project AQUA (Knowledge Alliance for Quality in Automotive,
EAC-2012-0635, 2013- 2014) a European partnership with inputs from
SOQRATES developed a skill set, training materials and best practices for
integrating Automotive SPICE, ISO 26262, and Six Sigma.
E.g. in the EU project AQU (Automotive Quality Universities, 2015-1-CZ01KA203-013986, 2015- 2017) a European partnership with inputs from
SOQRATES applied the AQUA concet with universities in Austria, Germany,
France, and Czech Republic who educate people that will work in Automotive
industry.
Also the working party elaborated integrated assessment models where the
Automotive SPICE 3.0 has been merged with ISO 26262 (further safety
related questions) and SAE J3061 (further cybersecurity questions).
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This paper will look into the future of self-driving cars and discuss the design
patterns which are currently analysed in the working party to support a vehicle
in future self-driving infrastructure architectures and processes.

Keywords
Automotive SPICE, Functional Safety, cybersecurity, ISO 26262, SAE J3061,
Service Architectures for Automotive

1 Introduction
ADAS stands for Autonomous Driving Assistance Systems and realizes functions
that support the driver but still keep the driver in the flow. It is still expected that there
is a driver with a driver license who is part of the control flow. From 2030 on the plans
from OEMs are to produce self-driving cars where there are no drivers, the
passenger is a person that is provided with a mobility service. The car itself must
control the situation (supported by infrastructure) and also the insurance model will
have been changed by then. Cars will have a black box that logs all vehicle data from
all ECUs and insurance will go with the car and the component, and will not be on the
driver as a person any more. In case of the steering example in this paper, the
authors also outline the future of a self-driving scenario.
Automotive companies experience an exponential increase in functional
development. Major car manufacturers develop vehicle functions which can be
decomposed into features (functions) on ECU and supplier level. A real time
communication (via a bus) of a set of ECUs then realizes the vehicle functions.
ECUs have SW and usually control a mechatronic system.
Automotive projects need to implement standards which help to cope with this new
complexity where more than 100 ECUs (Electronic Control Units) are networked by a
bus system, and vehicle functions are implemented by a real time sequence of
commands to these ECUs actuating several subsystems. In volume 17, Issue 3,
June 15 of the Software Quality Professional magazine we discussed the
implementation of Automotive SPICE and Functional Safety in an integrated
approach [14].
In Software Quality Professional, American Society of Quality, Volume 18, Issue 4,
September 2016 we discussed the extension of this integration to include the new
cybersecurity standard SAE J3061 [13].
In the SAE Integrated Safety and Security Development in the Automotive Domain,
Working Group 17AE-0252/2017-01-1661, SAE International, June 2017 publication
we describe how the vehicle functions architecture will be extended by a
cybersecurity architectural design to cover both, functional safety and cybersecurity
at the same time [16].
In this paper we further extend the vehicle architecture to include interfaces with the
service architecture which will be required for future self-driving scenarios. Selfdriving car functions are becoming a competitive factor for manufacturers. However,
these new systems will require an additional layer of service architecture which again
will need assessments.
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2 Current Status of Safety Application – ISO 26262
In [13] the ESCL (Electronic Steering Column Lock) system was used as an example
to explain the steps to analyse the safety-critical item according to the ISO 26262,
perform a hazard and risk analysis, apply decomposition and diagnostic coverage
principles and come up with a system-, software- and hardware design that fulfils
ASIL D criteria. Also the requirements and test traceability of Automotive SPICE was
explained.
In this paper we apply the same analysis and design principles on a steering system.

Figure 1: Example of a safety item definition (Electronic Steering System)

In the hazard and risk analysis and analysis of an item (a high level design with ECU,
SW, electronic elements and their interfaces) ASIL (Automotive Safety Integrity
Level) levels are assigned to hazardous events and safety goals are formulated. An
item definition and analysis also requires a functional understanding of the item.
Example electronic steering system (based on the above Fig.1): The driver steers
and the steering angle sensor is a separate ECU which puts the steering angle on
the bus. The steering of the driver is measured by a steering angle sensor (integrated
into the steering column) and the steering torque is an input to the ECU (Electronic
Control Unit). The ECU controls an E-Motor to support the requested torque and
measures the achieved angle position by a rotor position sensor (with a rotor angle,
motor torque, and a calculated index position which determines the position of the
steering rack).
The ISO 26262 safety analysis delivers ASIL ratings for different hazardous events.
The Fig.2 shows the example rating one of the most hazardous events (ASIL-D).
According to ISO 26262 there are tables which help to rate S (Severity) 0-3, E
(Exposure) 0-4, C (Controllability) 0-3.
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Figure 2: Example Hazard and Risk Identification rating

The risk graph then translates the rating of S,E,C into an ASIL rating (see Fig.3).

Figure 3: Risk Graph According to ISO 26262

Figure 4: ASIL rating for example in Figure 1

Faults in the hardware lead to errors which can cause failures on the system level.
The system analysis identifies such faults and errors that can lead to the failures
which creates the hazard of unwanted steering. Below are an example list of errors
which can cause the ASIL-D classified hazard:
Hazard: The steering angle sensor delivers wrong input and self-steering is
happening.
Hazard:
The torque sensor is measured incorrectly and oversteering or
understeering takes place.
Hazard: The steering angle data are sent wrongly on the bus (other devices
like ESP are steering in different direction) leading to instable drive.
Hazard: The (new with connected infrastructure) requested steering angle
from the service infrastructure is incorrect and an incorrect steering takes
place.
In [13] the hazard and risk classification is explained with the ESCL example. Here
we apply the same principle on an electric steering system. The H&R (Hazard and
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Risk Analysis) delivered an ASIL D (highest rating of a safety classification) and a
safety goal “No unwanted actuation of a steering system”.
When doing system analysis this safety goal needs to be broken down to system
safety requirements. The safety experts and system analyst usually look at the
potential faults that can lead to this failure (e.g. using the FMEA as a source) and
define requirements to diagnose a d avoid these faults. Below are some examples:
Safety Requirement Example:
Functional safety concept level: The steering angle is measured with ASIL-D
quality.
Technical Safety Concept level: The internal steering angle calculated from
the rotor angle and index position is to be provided with ASIL-D quality.
Remark: in most steering systems the supplier scope does not include the
external steering angle sensor (comes from OEM), therefore the steering
angle is calculated from rotor position sensors.
Technical Safety Design level: The internal steering angle calculation is done
with 2 rotor position sensors which are plausi-checked against each other.
Each must fulfil the ASIL-B quality goals and the comparison is done with an
ASIL-D rated ASIC. The ASIC delivers sin and cos angle information and
index counter.
Remark: Here a decomposition took place where an ASIL D rated part
(steering angle) was decomposed into 2 redundant and diverse ASIL-B
rated elements. The decomposition approach is described in ISO 26262
[2,3,4,5]. Diversity must be proved by hardware (not having same fault
behaviour) and algorithms (sin and cos function). The diversity aspect is
only used for ASIL-D. The safety norm includes method tables [2,3,4,5]
where such method approaches like diverse design are assigned to
ASIL levels.
Technical Software Requirement: Measuring every 1 ms the sin and cos and
index counter and calculate a steering angle. Both steering angles must be
same within an e.g. 5 degrees range (plausi-check). This comparison must be
independently running and monitored.
In general the safe electric steering systems are limiting the torque so that not more
torque than requested by the driver can be put onto the motor by the ECU. Therefore
it is clear that the torque sensor is ASIL-D as well (Fig. 5, Fig.6).
Fig. 6 shows a decomposition example and the fact that a safety critical signal flow is
designed which is being monitored by safety functions and also all hardware
elements on this functional chain fulfil requested ASIL-defined FIT (Failure in time
rates, part 5 ISO 26262:2011).
The requested torque is controlled by the ECU and measured by the rotor position
sensors and effective torque measured must always stay smaller than the requested
torque (see signal flow).
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Figure 6: ASIL Decomposition, Redundancy, Diversity and Signal Flow
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3 Future Self Driving Scenario
This approach will not work anymore in a full self-driving mode if the steering angle
from the vehicle infrastructure (command from vehicle infrastructure) will be
considered as the main input. In the next years still the driver has a steering wheel
and can override the command by just producing a torque in the torque sensor in the
steering column. However, when moving towards complete self-driving the
commands from the vehicle infrastructure will take over.

Network around the
car
ASIL-

Steering
CommandD
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ASILD
Rotor
Position
ASIL-1

B

Sin,Cos,Ind
ex
Pos 2

Sin,Cos,Ind
ex
Pos 1

ASIC

Functional Signal
Flow
Rotor
Position
ASIL-2

ASILD

B

Figure 7: ADAS changing the safety critical signal flow

A command can come from the network (networked car) or from a central ECU in the
car, and then even the safety goal will change.
Safety Goal: Do not steer more than requested by the command. Commands
then include a requested steering angle, this is translated in the ECU to a
requested torque and the achieved angle position (internal steering angle) is
then compared with the external requested steering angle.
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Also the safe state will change, because in ADAS full implementation (latest from
2030) it is expected that we cannot give the control back to the driver any more.
Therefore 6 to 12 phase e-motors are needed to continue driving and safe state
would a kind of limp home mode to the garage with the car passenger (former a
driver).
Safety State: Using redundant and diverse motor concepts (6 phase, 12
phase) to allow a limp home mode to a garage with the driver.
Another bigger change is the distribution of ASIL values. While in solutions the typical
scope of a supplier the external steering angle sensor was not in the scope and
ASIL-D rating was on the internal steering angle provided as a message on the bus,
in ADAS the functional signal flow will change as outlined in Fig.7.

4 Integrating Automotive SPICE, Functional Safety, Cybersecurity
In Automotive SPICE [1] - which most automotive companies integrated with
functional safety in their engineering life cycle - the safety requirements are traced
using the same concepts of traceability as for normal functional requirements [13],
[14].
Figure 8 outlines the traceability between customer and system requirement level
using a safety relevant example of requirements related to a steering angle
command in ADAS. The dotted parts highlight the additional specifications which are
influenced by the decomposition required for the ISO 26262 standard fulfilment.

Figure 8: Traceability of ASPICE extended by Functional Safety Related Requirements
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In cybersecurity the STRIDE [8] analysis of potential attacks is linked with safety
goals and made traceable according to Automotive SPICE (Fig. 9) [14], [16].

Figure 9: Traceability between safety goals and cybersecurity attack schema (Microsoft
STRIDE concept)

And in cybersecurity [7,9,10,12,15,16] an additional view of a cybersecurity related
defence model with static and dynamic design will be needed (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Figure 10. Static Auto DLs (Defence Layers) of the Electronic Steering System [14, 16].

Figure 11. Dynamic signal flows across layers highlighted by specific variables that can be
monitored [14, 16].

In the working party SOQRATES the existing Automotive SPICE 3.0 standard has
been integrated with additional questions to cover functional safety (based on ISO
26262:2011) and cybersecurity (based on SAE J3061). An example for BP1 and BP4
(BP ... Base Practice) for SYS.2 System Requirements Analysis is described below
[14,16].
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Below you find an example integration of Automotive SPICE base practices with ISO
26262 based safety related questions and SAE J3061 cybersecurity related
questions for 2 base practices. The SOQRATES working party elaborated this for all
engineering (SYS, SWE in ASPICE 3.0) processes.
SYS.2 System Requirements Analysis
ASPICE 3.0 base practice:
SYS.2.BP1: Specify system requirements.
Use the stakeholder requirements and changes to the stakeholder
requirements to identify the required functions and capabilities of the system.
Specify functional and non-functional system requirements in a system
requirements specification. [OUTCOME 1, 5, 7]
NOTE 1: Application parameter influencing functions and capabilities are part
of the system requirements.
NOTE 2: For changes to the stakeholder's requirements SUP.10 applies
Extended Functional Safety Questions:
Related to ISO 26262 clauses ISO 26262-4 6.4.1.1, 6.4.1.3, 6.4.1.4
•
Are technical safety requirements in line with the functional safety
requirements (Requirements, interfaces, constraints …)?
•
Are all technical safety requirements marked as safety requirements and
referred to their source (ISO 26262, ECE, FMVSS, …)?
•
Are semiformal notations used for ASIL C and D?
Related to ISO 26262 clauses 6.4.2 Safety mechanisms, 6.4.2.1, 6.4.2.2, 6.4.2.3
•
Does the technical safety concept specify the necessary safety mechanism
and control/monitoring systems to achieve all safety goals on time
immediately or by warning/degradation concept, including correct
prioritization and conflicting safety strategy?
•
Are all relevant measures specified to detect all possible failures/failure
combinations including all operation modes and interactions with other
systems/items?
Related to ISO 26262 clauses ISO 26262-4, 6.4.4.1, 6.4.4.2, 6.4.4.3
•
Only applicable for ASIL C/D requirements. Are the safety mechanisms
specified to prevent faults from being latent?
•
Only applicable for ASIL C/D requirements. Is the multiple-fault detection
interval specified to avoid multiple-point failures and to be consistent with
the avoidance of latent faults?
Extended Cybersecurity Questions (SAE J3061:2016):
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Related to SAE J3061:2016, clauses 8.4.2 System Level Vulnerability Analysis, 8.3.7
Concept Phase Review, 8.3.6 Initial Cybersecurity Assessment
•
Deriving cybersecurity requirements from System Level Vulnerability
Analysis
•
Definition
of
Cybersecurity
Concept, Functional Cybersecurity
Requirements, Cybersecurity Plan, Feature Definition, Threat Analysis and
Risk Assessment, Cybersecurity Assessment
•
Do regular cybersecurity reviews lead to the identification of new threats
and the definition of additional cybersecurity requirements
ASPICE 3.0 base practice:
SYS.2.BP4: Analyse the impact on the operating environment.
Identify the interfaces between the specified system and other elements of the
operating environment. Analyse the impact that the system requirements will
have on these interfaces and the operating environment. [OUTCOME 3, 7]
Extended Functional Safety Questions:
Related to ISO 26262 clauses ISO 26262-4, 6.4.1 Specification of the technical
safety requirements:
•

•

The technical safety requirements shall be specified in accordance with the
functional safety concept, the preliminary architectural assumptions of the
item and the following system properties:
a) the external interfaces, such as communication and user interfaces, if
applicable;
b) the constraints, e.g. environmental conditions or functional constraints;
and
c) the system configuration requirements
Is there an HSI (Hardware Software Interface) specification

Extended Cybersecurity Questions (SAE J3061:2016):
Related to SAE J3061:2016, clauses 8.3.1 Feature Definition
•

•

The feature definition identifies the physical boundaries, Cybersecurity
perimeter, and trust boundaries of the feature, including the network
perimeter of the feature.
The feature definition defines the scope and interfaces of the feature.

5 The New Infrastructure Constraints and Processes
In a connected self-driving scenario, cars are connected to global services as part of
their infrastructure. Connection technologies heavily base on well-established mobile
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internet technologies. Connectivity can be considered available for most of the time,
but not for 100%. Disconnections can take place at any time, and cannot be
controlled. That implies, in-car systems have to be capable of maintaining some
mode of safe operation even when suddenly disconnected.
Cars determine their position using a result fusion of more than one positioning
system, thereby improving position accuracy. Navigation satellite systems based on
GPS, Glonass, Galileo, and more, are well established and globally available.
Supplementary technologies include RSS based positioning using mobile internet
base stations, and other systems.
When connected, cars can report and receive data to and from cloud services that
operate on a fleet level, as well as communicate with – nearby - other cars and
infrastructure. As mobile internet technologies are well established and omnipresent
in new cars, it can be used for C2X communication in addition to direct
communication technologies.
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Figure 12. Generic Service Infrastructure Architecture Framework

Cars reporting to a fleet-level infrastructure can supply a broad range of driving,
environment, and sensor events together with the car identification and position to
the cloud infrastructure. On this level it becomes possible to analyse data on overall
fleet level, and – even more interesting for many ADAS applications – this analysis
can include the car position. In turn, cars can receive for their current position both
fleet-typical car behaviour under certain environmental conditions (matching the
current conditions), and any real-time exceptional conditions (e.g. accident warnings,
deviations of nearby cars from normal behaviour).
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5.1

Infrastructure Based Functions

Let us extend the above steering systems by connecting to the infrastructure services
like in Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.2. The interaction
between cars and this infrastructure would work like follows.
Cars continuously report a number of steering related sensor and signal data to the
infrastructure. These signals include e.g. the current steering angle, speed, car
rotation (3D), acceleration (3D), position, etc. A number of car features are involved
in collecting this data (steering, ABS, ESP, positioning, Camera/Radar/Lidar etc.).
As part of the infrastructure services, a fleet-typical or even optimal time series of
speed, steering angle, etc. can be calculated for each position and an interesting
vicinity.
Assuming now an autonomous vehicle cornering manoeuvre, a car receives a
recommended time series of steering angles for its current position and the near
future on the planned trajectory. Regular refreshes/updates are needed in turn to
move forward along the planned path – and faithfully keep the car on track.
Certainly, this mechanism still has to be augmented to correctly react to
environmental conditions that impact vehicle dynamics (rain, icy road), and sudden,
unplanned, singular events (obstacles ahead, crash, also authority-imposed
commands like enforced limiting of speed, etc.). Environmental conditions are
sensed locally by in-car systems, by other car’s sensors in vicinity, infrastructure
sensors, and weather warnings from other sources. Similarly, singular events can be
derived from local, nearby, and other behaviour, sensors, commands.
When looking at the critical signal path of steering in the overall scenario, we observe
that the path we have to trust
1. Starts from local vehicle sensors (correctness),
2. Continues to signals sent into the service infrastructure (correctly related to
position etc.)
3. Where they are stored, and
4. Merge with signal values from cars (danger of data poisoning) in the current
vicinity and those ever operated near the current position (depending on the
algorithm for driving data analysis, and its correctness).
5. Up-to date steering angles for the current position and road conditions are
transferred to all the cars, including the local (availability, low latency,
correctness, scalability). See Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden
werden. for optimized trajectory vs. potential impact of high latency.
6. Steering angle is applied to the cars’ steering as received from the
infrastructure (correctness in the current situation).
In the spirit of functional safety we have to ask for QoS (Quality of Service) and
monitoring of the infrastructure services to assure correct operation, availability,
scalability and low latency. Mind the fact, we want to trust the incoming steering
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commands and finally apply them to physical steering. Steering related systems are
among the most safety critical systems and rated ASIL-D.
In the case of interruption of connectivity, the local car systems suddenly find
themselves alone and must be able to ensure continued safe operation. This is
especially challenging when e.g. it was part of a platooning cluster of cars just before,
and suddenly in disconnected mode yet still located in the middle of the platoon.
Because cars are now all connected together via the described service infrastructure,
cybersecurity considerations become complex as we have to protect e.g. from wrong
data being injected, services being spoofed, stored data and algorithms tampered
with, as well as communication messages being altered along the entire chain of
signalling.

Figure 13. Cornering trajectories compared: reactive/delayed steering (e.g. due to high
latency), experienced/optimal

5.2

Extending Assessment Models to Assess Infrastructure

Such an ADAS based infrastructure will require an additional life cycle to considered
for the plugin concept of annex D in Automotive SPICE 3.0. The ASI (Automotive
Service Infrastructure) processes are connected with the related SYS.1 – SYS.5
cycle in Automotive SPICE, including processes such as ASI.1 Requirements
Elicitation, ASI.2 ASI Requirements Analysis, ASI.3 ASI Architectural Design, ASI.4
ASI Integration and Integration Test, and ASI.5 ASI Qualification Test.
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Figure 1 Extension of Automotive SPICE 3.0 with processes ASI.1-ASI.5 for
Automotive Service Infrastructure
Figure 14. Extension of Automotive SPICE 3.0 with processes ASI.1-ASI.5 for Automotive
Service Infrastructure
In the working party SOQRATES the partners are confronted with new test tracks where selfdriving is tested and the vehicle infrastructure supports the ADAS mode. This will lead to a
further extension of Automotive SPICE 3.0 so that e.g. the SYS.2 process will have a
corresponding ASI.2 process asking related questions about the interfaces to the vehicle
infrastructure.
The additional criteria to be asked can be illustrated with the below example of an ASI.BP4
base practice. Compare with the example of “SYS.2.BP4: Analyse the impact on the
operating environment” in section 4 of the paper.
ASI.2.BP4: Analyse the interfaces between the vehicle and the service infrastructure.
Identify the interfaces between the vehicle and the service infrastructure. Analyse the
impact that the service infrastructure interfaces will have on the vehicle operating
environment.
OUTCOMES: Quality of Service (Availability), Defined reaction in case of no
availability, criticality of information, safety classification (if provided as QM or
validated among a set of data to be provided with an ASIL), encryption and
identification mechanisms to be implemented.
Related ASPICE 3.0 Base Practice:
Related to SYS.2.BP4: Analyse the impact on the operating environment: Identify the
interfaces between the specified system and other elements of the operating environment.
Analyse the impact that the system requirements will have on these interfaces and the
operating environment. [OUTCOME 3, 7]
Extended Cybersecurity Questions (SAE J3061:2016):
Related to SAE J3061:2016, clauses 8.3.1 Feature Definition
•
The feature definition identifies the physical boundaries, Cybersecurity perimeter,
and trust boundaries of the feature, including the network perimeter of the feature.
•
The feature definition defines the scope and interfaces of the feature.
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6 Conclusion
The paper illustrates that by using the infrastructure as an input there will be
significant changes in the design of the vehicle, the design of the infrastructure, the
algorithms used to control a car.
Infrastructure functions will influence vehicle functions which impact the features in
ECUs in the car and the new architectures will include views integrating all norms,
such as a systems architecture (Automotive SPICE), an infrastructure architecture
(proposed extension of Automotive SPICE), a technical safety concept and a
technical cybersecurity concept.
Also in future instead of components the infrastructure, vehicle and ECU functions
will get an ASIL and a Threat level assigned.
The SOQRATES group will continue this analysis and either ASI processes will be
defined or the additional aspect of vehicle infrastructure will be added as a further
subset of questions to each base practice.
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Abstract

This paper describes a case study of a Kaizen executed in a value
stream layout re-design, with the objective of creating flow and
preparing for pull implementation in a company that has few Lean
concepts implemented. The new layout will be the first one in the
company to follow the Lean concepts, serving as a model for its other
plants and processes. The redesign of the layout resulted in 35% less
area usage and 20% higher productivity (pieces/man hour) at a lower
investment cost, than the initial proposal that the company had in hand
to invest. The paper can be used as a reference for other practitioners
in the execution of a similar project, especially if the flow organization in
the initial situation has isolated operators. The main steps of the Kaizen
were to check the initial situation of the layout and manual cycle time,
propose a new one-piece-flow organization, balance the operators
using the Standard Work Combination Sheet, and create a full size
mock-up of the layout for further adjustments. The design of machines,
ergonomic analysis and implementation of pull are the next steps to be
executed by the team.
Keywords
One-Piece-Flow; Kaizen; Lean; Layout Design; Operator Balancing;
Productivity; Standard Work Combination Sheet

1 Introduction
Lean is implemented in many companies with the objective of waste reduction and
productivity improvement by constant removal of non-value added activities. Some
companies have transformed its processes in the past, especially in the automotive
sector. In [1], a chapter of the book is dedicated to describing the Lean
implementation in Porsche, and a surprising fact is that it was only in 1994 that “a
Porsche Carrera rolled off the line with nothing wrong with it”. In other sectors,
however, Lean is still not a reality. Lean is associated with superior performance of
companies, leading to competitive advantages and, as stated by [2] “Lean production
will be the standard manufacturing mode of the 21st century”. However, in [3] we see
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that a lot has been learned about the application of Lean tools, with some success,
but not many Lean Enterprises have been created. Many companies are still
experimenting Lean transformation, but the success factors for Lean implementation
are still under discussion in many different articles such as [4], [5], [6], and others.
According to [7], Lean Manufacturing is a waste reduction technique - as
suggested by many authors; in practice, however, Lean manufacturing maximizes the
value of the product through minimization of waste. [7] also states that the presence
of Lean principles defines the value of the product/service as perceived by the
customer, and then makes the flow in-line with the customer pull, and makes the
company strive for perfection through continuous improvement to eliminate waste by
sorting out Value Added activity (VA) and Non-Value Added activity (NVA).
Still according to [7], the sources for the NVA activity wastes are Transportation,
Inventory, Motion, Waiting, Overproduction, Over-processing and Defects. The NVA
activity waste is a vital hurdle for VA activity. Elimination of these wastes is achieved
through the successful implementation of Lean elements[7]. Toyota made respect for
people one of the pillars of the Toyota Way (the other one is continuous
improvement). “We hire smart people, we give them great latitude in how they do
their work because we trust them, and we hold them to objective measures of
performance. That’s respect for people” [8].
According to [9] examples of Lean tools are 5S, Value Stream Mapping, SMED
(…) Poka-yoke (which is error-proofing), and Autonomation (which means
automating and giving machines enough intelligence to recognize when they are
working abnormally and flag this for human attention). These tools result in greater
productivity, quality, and profits achieved with minimal cost, time, and effort invested.
The improvement in a Lean company is done via Kaizen, which means change for
better, translated by [10] as continuous improvement, in which teamwork will
continuously improve the way the company works. Kaizen can happen in a small
daily meeting – if people decide to bring small daily improvements, or in a workshop,
where a team will focus on solving one specific problem for a period of time.
In [1], the author describes how the implementation of Lean is related to working in
Value Streams, and [11] states that process improvement includes the better use of
human effort. This study case shows in practice how the implementation of flow
brings better use of human effort, via productivity increase without drastic changes to
the technology; and as a future step, the ergonomic analysis will improve the use of
human effort in the cell to higher levels. This will be achieved by a case study of a
Kaizen executed in a value stream layout redesign, with the objective of creating flow
and preparing for pull implementation; the Kaizen took place in a company that has
few Lean concepts in place. The new layout will be the first one in the company to
follow the Lean concepts, serving as a model for its other plants and processes. Also,
the paper aims to provide guidelines for other practitioners looking to execute a
Kaizen for layout definition in their companies.
This paper includes a brief description of the company, followed by a discussion of
the methodology to be used in a lean layout development workshop by joining the
Kaizen methodology with the Lean layout concepts. Finally, the case study is
described with the results obtained and future steps proposed.

2 The Company
CANASTRA S.A. is a private company and employs more than 10,000 people in
different countries in Europe and Africa. It offers products under different brands,
which have been acquired over time, and some of them are more than 200 years old.
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In the past 10 years, the company closed many different locations to simplify its
production system, and as part of a plan to become more profitable. Last year, a
benchmark was made within the sector and CANASTRA S.A. found out that it needs
a 30% increase in productivity to be on a par with its competitors. This is similar to
the situation Taiichi Ohno encountered in Toyota when he visited the factories in the
USA, as described in [12]. Lean Management implementation is, thus, the
cornerstone of CANASTRA S.A.’s plan.
The business of CANASTRA S.A. is not within the automotive sector, which
means that Lean Management is still not a reality in most of the supply chain and
equipment providers. The company, thus, has requested that the industry be kept
anonymous, so that the competitive advantage is kept for longer. In CANASTRA
S.A., Lean implementation began in 2009; the process lost some of its momentum for
some time, and the company focused on just one plant. In 2015, the results obtained
in this plant (especially in terms of quality) were enough to gain management
approval to boost the implementation for deployment in all other plants. The creation
of a corporate Lean department – initially with three employees, who are responsible
for the implementation in the different sites – is the biggest indicator that the top
management level supports the implementation of Lean within CANASTRA S.A.
CANASTRA S.A. has a clear objective: to become a profitable company within 3
years; the company also needs to grow after years of declining sales and increasing
debt. The company has, in the past years, executed a strategy to lower costs, which
meant losing control of different aspects of the business: the catalogue has many
different products with similar designs (some of which compete with each other) in
different price segments; and factories in different countries have run most activities
in product development, sales, marketing, and portfolio separately, so there is no
global approach to their business strategy.
Inside the factories, all layouts are functional, with one operator per workstation.
There is a lot of WIP between each process and, also, final products in the supply
chain (usually the ones that the client did not request). Complex solutions for
automation are in place, which shows the paradigm of developing robots to replace
humans, rather than organizing the work according to the Lean concepts and
improving productivity with simple automation; this is one of the differences between
conventional management and Lean management, as described in [13]. 5S, SMED,
TPM and standardization are weak, and, when implemented, are only in small areas.
Muda is seen at its most simple ways, such as when operators wait for parts, and
overproduction is seen everywhere. In general, machines are maintained only when
they break down.
Quality is also a big issue in CANASTRA S.A, and only 30% of the products are
produced with no rework. This turns traditional production planning even more
confusing. Customer delivery is not ideal, regardless of the high stock of finished
products, due to the different problems mentioned above – management levels see
this as one of the most important points to be improved. In terms of ergonomics,
there are unacceptable situations, such as the manual handling of products that
weigh above 20kg, also forcing postures and gestures that may cause work related
musculoskeletal disorders.
This situation must be seen as positive: it means there are many points to be
improved, and that the plan to become more profitable is possible. Lean
implementation can bring big productivity improvements in this context, as well as
WIP reduction (improving cash flow and lead-time). [14] links Lean to improvements
in the four operational dimensions - Quality, Delivery, Flexibility, and Cost; in [15], we
see how the implementation of Lean in the suppliers of Honda brought productivity
gains of approximately 50%.
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Due to the need to replace one important heat treatment oven, the company had
the opportunity to completely re-layout one of the 4 product flows of one of the plants,
according to the Lean principles, to use it as a pilot for the future projects. This flow
produces items that weigh between 15 and 25 kilograms and have sizes up to
90x30x30 cm. This opportunity is the one which will be described by this case study.

3 Methodology
In [1] the author defines that the main steps to implement Lean in a factory are to
define value streams, to create flow and to create pull. In this paper, the focus is in
creating flow, since the value streams are already defined in the company, and the
machines needed to produce the items are known.
According to [1], to create flow one needs to implement the following steps:
•

Continuous Flow: Arrange Production steps in sequence;

• One-piece-flow: the product moves from one step to the next, one at a time,
with no buffer of work-in-process in between.
Further in [1], the authors discuss the fact that a one-piece-flow means that if one
machine stops, the whole flow will stop; it is vital, then, to:
•

implement SMED to allow flexible production;

• cross train operators in all tasks of the cell, which enables to separate man
and machine;
• define the right size of the machine that is needed, meaning slower and less
automated machines;
•

implement Pokayoke solutions;

•

implement 5S and visual management.

This basically ties all the Lean tools together, and shows that to reach the main
goal of creating flow, it will be necessary to implement most other Lean tools. It is
important to note that, as described by [16] once a company defines a vision to
implement flow in its factories, a policy deployment process shall pull the
implementation of each of the necessary tools, which will give different results, rather
than pushing the implementation of separate tools in the company (such as a global
5S in the whole plant, but without a vision in mind).
A. Kaizen Workshop Methodology
The Kaizen Workshop Methodology, which follows the PDCA cycle is defined by
[10], in which the author separates the Kaizen in three steps: Preparation, Workshop
and Sustaining.
In the Preparation Phase, the objective is to define the scope and objectives,
understand the current state, collect necessary data, and position all this data inside
the team room in a visual design that allows all data to be seen by all participants. The
use of computers to arrange this data is not recommended, since it complicates
access to the information.
During the Workshop phase the steps are to analyse the current state, develop a
future state vision with an action plan to reach this vision, and start implementation.
It’s usual for the implementation to happen during the workshop phase.
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Finally, the sustaining phase is to check and act, the team needs to verify if the
actions that were implemented were effective, and take countermeasures where
necessary, to reach the vision.
B. Lean Layout Development
The development of a lean layout is described by [16] in great detail. Initially, the
author affirms that there is big resistance to implement a one-piece-flow, since the
feeling is that there is too much variability in the factory for it to function in this way. In
order to refute this, a Product Quantity analysis is made, showing how many part
numbers represent which percentage of the production volumes; usually it shows that
few part numbers represent 80% of the volumes. Another important point described
by [16] is the design of a layout without considering the operators; if this design
considers only the space and the machines available, some consequences will be
larger WIP, low visibility of the process, separation between operators (which prevents
communication), and an increase in the space needed from 30 to 40%.
The author then suggests the calculation of the number of operators needed to
complete the activities by using the formula below:
Minimum number of operators=
Total Manual Cycle Time
Design Takt Time
The author describes the Design Takt Time as the lowest Takt Time expected, or
the maximum capacity of the line. The line must, however, allow the production at
higher Takt Times, which means smaller capacities, keeping the productivity at each
level of production. Once this is defined, the next step is to decide on the number of
lines desired to make the product. This will define the size of the cycle of each
operator. As an example, adapted from [16] if the Total Manual Cycle Time is 100
seconds and the Design Takt Time is 10, we would need 10 operators to deliver
products at the Takt Time. However, the process can be made in one line of 10
operations of 10 seconds, or in two lines of 5 operations of 20 seconds, and so on, as
shown in Fig.1. This decision will consider the need for training, which increases as
the operations become bigger, and the repetitiveness of the operator’s activity which,
according to [16], will bring stress and, usually, high turnover to the company. Further,
[16] suggests 30 seconds of cycle time as a low limit to consider the task repetitive,
bringing high turnover.
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Fig. 1. Possible breakdowns for a 100-minute assembly process [16], pg.51

Once the number of lines or cells has been defined, the next step is to list all the
necessary activities, in the order of the process. This order is the one in which each
workstation/machine shall be installed in the line, one next to the other. The product
moves one piece at a time to the next process, and shall not return to any station after
it has passed it (guaranteeing a continuous flow as well as a one-piece-flow).
Next, a line balancing shall be made, to define which steps each operator shall
execute. In our example, we had split the production in two lines of 5 operations of 20
seconds each. The quantity of work of each operator must match the Takt Time, and
must be the same between all. At this point, each activity shall be analysed for quick
wins to remove manual cycle time. The removal of 20 seconds of activity means that
one operator can be removed from the line, bringing productivity gains. In this context,
the 20 seconds can come from the group of operations; in a production that works in
batches and isolated operators, the removal of some seconds from one workstation
will bring mostly overproduction or Muda, without increasing productivity. In a second
moment, small investments can be made to further reduce the manual operations,
with simple automation in all processes, rather than the complete automation of one
process, which will usually mean a higher investment and, many times, inflexible
equipment, with high changeover times.
The balancing and the layout are linked, since the total work of the operator will
depend on the distances between the equipment. It is necessary to reduce the
distances as much as possible, usually respecting a minimum distance of one step
between each workstation. This forces the operator to take one step, rather than
reaching for a tool and causing a bad posture. With the same concern, it can be
necessary to redesign current off-the-shelf equipment from the supplier. In [16], the
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author shows a curing station, which needs a longer distance for its process (Fig. 2).
The normal layout is to have the entrance and the exit at opposite sides of the
equipment. It is necessary to rethink all equipment so that the product entry and exit
are as close as possible to each other, in order to reduce movement by the operator.

Fig. 2. Curing Station [16], pg.141

At Canastra, this is called the “Daisy Flower Concept”: as Fig. 3 shows, the
operators are inside the disk of the flower, while equipment and supplies are the
petals. This means that the equipment in the cell can be as big as needed, provided
that the in and out locations are next to each other, and in the sequence of the
process as shown above. The objective of this is to reduce walking, and allow
operators to help each other, communicate, and see quality issues or other problems
just as they occur. This concept supports the team when discussing the layout, since
the focus is to keep the operations close, while the machines must adapt to this
necessity, and not the opposite, as is most common.

Fig. 3. The Daisy Flower concept for Lean Cells. Created by the authors.

C. Kaizen for Lean Layout Development
The analysis of the Kaizen methodology and the items proposed by [1] together
with two more sources, [17] and [18], made possible the proposal of a process to
design a new lean layout:
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Preparation:
1. Scope and Team definition;
2. Training for Team (Kaizen execution and Flow implementation objectives and
method);
3. Current Status design and measures of indicators;
4. Goal Calculation;
Workshop:
5. Future state Layout + operator balancing with iteration process to improve
(including quick wins and list of possible investments to reduce total manual cycle
time);
6. Full-Scale Mock-up with iteration process and balancing;
7. Presentation and approval;
Implementation / stabilization:
8. Equipment design;
9. Ergonomics analysis;
10. Pull Flow design;
11. Implementation, training and stabilization.
While some authors (such as [17]) use computer simulations to define flows, or to
test the designs, the use of a real mock-up simulation is proposed here, since the first
Kaizen changes the reality of the Genba completely. Having a real-sized mock-up of
the proposed layout will help people to envision the new process, allowing everyone
to see and build on the idea; this is supported by [16], who affirms that the operators
appreciate this technique.
After implementing the new layout, and once the situation is stable, a new Kaizen
can be executed to further reduce Muda, this time with real experience of one-piece
flow. The use of simulation and optimization process in a Lean implementation can
cause the process to only be understood by those who have the knowledge of the
systems; thus, it is preferable to use simple, visual tools; implementation, adjustment,
and improvement should be done with experience, and with participation from all
levels of the company.
The first expected gains from flow implementation are a higher productivity and a
smaller area needed to produce the same volume of products (mainly due to the
strong reduction of Muda and WIP). Furthermore, the implementation of flow will allow
the company to obtain other gains: a simplified management of the Genba; easier
visualization, by those in the company, of non-value added activities; and continuous
improvement carried out by all levels of the company.

4 Lean Layout Kaizen Case Study
With constant pressure to improve productivity, CANASTRA S.A has planned
investments for the coming years. The focus of these investments are the factories
with the highest labour cost. This Kaizen was executed in order to evaluate the
existing proposal of a new layout, which includes the following workstations: (in the
order of the process) inspection, painting machine, painting robot, and finishing. At the
end of the process, the part is loaded onto a large shuttle car that takes the product to
a heat treatment oven. The line has to be able to reach a design Takt Time of 60
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seconds/piece, but it must also be able to work at slower paces, according to
customer demand. The families of products have already been defined in this line.
A. Preparation
Fig. 4 shows the initial balancing of the operators. The original layout, shown in Fig.
5, contains a total of four robot arms that are used to move parts between different
conveyors, without adding any value; the locations of the operators were not in the
initial layout (they were added later, since it is common to focus only on the position of
equipment). The operators are isolated in the layout, which does not allow them to
help each other, or to share activities, this will make impossible the work at lower
productivity levels.
In the preparation phase, the team measured all the manual cycle times of the
current operations, and made videos to facilitate analysis during the Kaizen. Indicators
were measured and calculated for the initial situation shown in Table I. One difficulty
at this point is that there is no laminar flow implemented, which means that the
calculation of the takt time is more complex. Although the layout shown has a design
takt time of 60 seconds/piece, the pieces are treated in two parallel flows; these are
joined for the last operator, who handles pieces from both flows. In the balance chart
we have shown that the first two operators work with the process (A), the 3rd and 4th
work on the next process (B), while the 5th operator works on the last process (C) for
all pieces. This is why the 5th operator has a takt time of 60 s/piece, while the others
work at 120s/piece. The manual cycle time shown in Table I is the total manual cycle
time needed to produce one item, which means the sum of cycle times from operators
1+3+5, or 2+4+5. So, the information in Table I is separated by flows, and, thus, the
takt time shown is 120s/piece, and two flows are required to meet the design takt time
of 60s/piece.
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
A Op.1

A Op.2

B Op.3

Manual Cycle Time

B Op.4

C Op.5

Takt Time

Fig. 4. Initial Balance Chart of the operators, showing disbalance and available time. Created
by the authors.
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INITIAL STATUS
Indicator

Before

# of Operators

5 (Isolated)

# of handling robots

4

Length of conveyors

70m

Area

666m²

WIP

25 pieces

Lead Time

25 minutes

Manual Cycle Time

260s

Design Takt Time

120s/piece

Fig. 5. Initial Layout, with five isolated operators. Created by the authors.

B. Workshop
After a short training session, the team defined their goal, is found by dividing the
Total Manual Cycle Time by the Takt Time as shown in [16], which is 260/120=2.16
operators. Thus, with the current technology, the team has a goal of reaching a layout
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with 2 operators for each flow, totalling 4 instead of 5, which is a 20% improvement.
To reach this, the total manual cycle time has to be reduced from 260 to 240 seconds.
After implementation, continuous improvement should allow the site to reach an
organization of 3 or 2 operators, which would mean a total of 40% or 60% productivity
increase, respectively. This is done by constant analysis, with strong participation of
the operators, reducing movement, and implementing better tools as well as simple
automation to constantly remove manual cycle time from the process.
The team designed a one-piece flow layout, separating the volume required in two
distinct flows (due to the size and speed of the painting robot, which has a cycle time
of 120s, and positioning the value-added points side by side, using the daisy flower
concept. This decision also means that the repetitiveness of the activity for the last
operator will be lower, since each cycle for all operators will be of 120s, rather than
60s in the case of the 5th operator in the initial situation. This layout was adjusted in an
iteration process with the SWCS sheet, in order to understand how the operators
would work together, and with the machines. The simple organization of the layout in
a one-piece-flow removed a lot of handling of pieces and walking, and the total
manual cycle time was reduced to 202 seconds per flow.
The final proposal of the workshop can be seen in Fig. 6, as a first draft of the
technical drawing. It is clear that the final proposal is using much less space, robots
and conveyors. To reach this layout, many discussions were made, so everyone
would understand the new process. When difficulties appeared, they were written on a
list and kept for later discussion, but not to block the development of the solution.

Fig. 6. Proposed layout, showing the large empty area as compared to the initial proposal.
Created by the authors.

Fig. 7 shows the balancing in the proposed layout, which respects the daisy flower
concept, with all the operators close to each other, and the machines outside of this
area. Note that there is still unbalance in the manual cycle time, and the team defined
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a number of small investments for future analysis; that could be made to reduce the
total manual cycle time from 202 seconds to 180 seconds per flow, enabling the
execution of all tasks by 3 operators rather than 4. This means that the removal of 22
seconds of manual activities from each flow will bring a productivity increase of a
further 25%; it is what allows continuous productivity increases in a lean layout.
However, as described in the next steps of this paper, it will be better if the team is
able to join one flow, such as this one, with the final inspection and packaging
processes of the same flow, which will allow the team to manage the quality of their
products, rather than share the work between different flows of products. Today, these
processes are more than 300m apart, which means that communication on quality
issues in the final inspection depends on the supervisor.
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Op.1

Op.2
Manual Cycle Time

Takt Time

Fig. 7. Balance Chart of operators on proposed layout, still showing opportunities for improvement.
Created by the authors.
Fig. 8 shows the SWCS sheet, which is a better tool than the Balance Chart to see the activities of
the cell, since it includes the machine times and separates each activity of each operator. This file was
discussed many times, relating the proposed layout to the walking distances and the activities. Note
that the second operator is kept with a much lower load. The objective is to make it clear that he has to
wait, and to avoid overproduction.

Fig. 8. SWCS of operators and machines on proposed layout. Created by the authors.

After the definition of the layout, a full-sized mock-up was created, using cardboard
and tables. This enabled operators, supervisors and many others to see the proposal
and suggest improvements. The team preferred this to a complex simulation model
using a software such as Arena, since this way allows everyone to participate in the
creation of the model. Furthermore, a simulation is more useful when the variabilities
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of the process are known, so that shortages can be checked, and, in this case, the
company will work to eliminate these variabilities, gaining more productivity with time,
rather than planning to absorb them. The proposed layout will make many problems
visible; today, they are hidden by inventory and excess capacity. These problems
shall be solved one by one, and this brings the company to a new paradigm of
workplace organization.
The main deliverables of the workshop were: Layout Proposal, Full size Mock-up,
Balance Chart, SWCS sheet, calculated indicators, list of problems to be discussed,
list of small investments to reduce manual cycle time, and an action plan for the next
steps. These were presented to the plant management at the end of the workshop, in
order to give a clear vision of the benefits and the difficulties that the team will face to
implement the new layout.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Main Results
MAIN INDICATORS (BEFORE AND AFTER)
Indicator

# of Operators

Before

After

Improvem
ent %

5
(Isolate
d)

4
(grou
ped)

20%

2

50%

10m

85%

# of handling
4
robots
Length
of
70m
conveyors
Area

666m²

WIP

25
pieces

Lead Time

25
minutes

418
m²
5
pieces
5
minut
es

35%
80%
80%

As shown in Table II, the productivity was improved by 20%; the area was reduced by 35%
(exactly as defined in [16]) and the lead time was cut down by 80%. The additional cost of
developing the necessary equipment to the specification, rather than off the shelf, is
compensated by the removal of 4 handling robots. Most importantly, the investment is
calculated to last more than 10 years, so these improvements will enable the company to be
more productive and reach its goal of becoming more profitable.
The biggest gain of this workshop is that the new layout enables each flow to work at
different levels of productivity, following a rhythm closer to the Takt Time, while maintaining
the productivity (pieces/man.h). The operators are also able to work as a team and help each
other during the solution of problems within the cell. Also, with continuous improvement in
each of the workstations, productivity can be constantly improved.
B. Main Dificulties
The training was not long enough, so participants depended too much on the Lean team to
show the way. It would have been better to have a longer training to give the team more
autonomy on the decisions.
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Quality problems mean that at each scrapped part the line stops. The product is very far
from a good quality output. The new organization will also help to improve the quality, but it is
known that this shall be an issue in the beginning.
Suppliers are not prepared to design equipment that follows the lean concepts. For the
equipment development step, a lot will have to be discussed with the suppliers so they manage
to create equipment that works well in the designed cell.
People are not used to laminar flow and one piece flow; in the company, they do not think it
is possible to work this way. This was the biggest paradigm to break. At the end of the
workshop, the participants were convinced that it was possible to work in this new way. They
also came to believe that it is possible to solve new problems and reach even better results.
C. Main enablers
Partial top down support: there was strong support from some of the management team,
which guaranteed the continuation of the project. However, not all managers and directors
agree with the proposed solution, so there are still more people to be convinced before the
company invests in the new layout.
People open to new concepts after the creation of trust: this means that after an initial
discomfort, the team felt that they could trust each other, and communication became open,
clear and sincere.
Investment is already a reality: this workshop was executed because people knew that there
was capital to invest in a new layout to bring productivity gains, which is not so common in
companies where we must accept the current layout to avoid investments.

5 Next Steps
A. Connection to finishing processes
After the heat treatment, the product goes through inspection and to the final
packaging process; these also need to be analysed with a similar methodology. That
will allow the two cells to be arranged next to each other, and enable a complete view
of the process in a small space. This is especially important for feedback on quality of
the products the operators have produced.
B. Equipment Development
The current equipment will not allow the company to implement the Lean concepts;
as described in[1], the current available machinery for painting is much larger than
needed (and was designed to have 10 products in WIP). In order to enable the
implementation of the proposed layout, it will be necessary to execute two equipment
design workshops, one for the painting machine and one for the robot. These
workshops will bring together equipment suppliers, operators, and maintenance
personnel to define the best solution that will fit the needs of CANASTRA S.A.; the
solution shall include TPM needs.
C. Ergonomics
There is a need to further improve the ergonomics of the processes. The proposed
layout has already reduced much manual handling, but the size and weight of the
product make it difficult to handle and inspect without postures and gestures that are
not ergonomic. Thus, the use of a tool such as RULA Analysis, as described in [19]
and [20], can immediately reduce the strain on the operators, and shall be executed in
parallel with the design of the two equipment mentioned above.
D. Pull Flow Implementation
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Once the layout is implemented and the flow is created, it will be time to define the
system which will pull the production. Because of that, a workshop to design the
scheme of flow of the production, with the elements of a Kanban system correctly
identified, is also required. To work as closely as possible to the TAKT time, different
standards must be made for the cell. They must figure out how to work with 1, 2, 3 or
4 operators, since 4 operators is the maximum capacity of this cell; that will produce
the maximum output of 1 part every 2 minutes.
E. Cell Management and Continuous Improvement
Finally, once the cell is implemented, the training of operators has to be executed,
as well as the implementation of a daily management routine. The operators need to
visualise the results of their work, and work as a team to find and implement
improvements; this is one of the big changes in Lean production described by [1]. The
group of operators in one cell, or flow, are responsible for their work, and can see the
production process from start to finish, in a continuous effort to improve the quality
and reduce the muda.
A learning curve will be needed, since a new way to work is going to be
implemented; this is expected in the implementation of any new process. The
changes of working in one piece flow will make new problems visible to the company;
that enables people to find solutions, and, ultimately, brings profits.
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Abstract
Defect-based testing is a powerful tool for finding errors in software, including
medical device software. Many software manufacturers avoid this method because it requires a detailed defect taxonomy that is expensive to construct and
difficult to validate. SW911 is new defect taxonomy for health software being
developed by the Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation.
This paper explains how defect taxonomies have been used and the benefits
to industry. The initial steps of the validation of SW91 include mapping vulnerabilities from the Common Weakness Enumeration and a dataset from a medical device software development company in Ireland. Finally, the paper details future plans for validation, including taxonomy based testing which will be
used to validate the efficiency, reliability, ability to perform useful analyses and
defect coverage of SW91.

Keywords
Defect taxonomy, Defect Classification scheme for health software, Validation,
Taxonomy based testing

Introduction
Medical devices increasingly rely on software to provide functionality [24]. Software complexity and the rapid growth of the software industry make it difficult to control and prevent defects [17]. Due to the introduction of advanced technologies, the
medical device software industry is facing massive growth of complex software [24].
This massive growth of medical device software leads to quality risks.
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reports that from 2005 to 2011,
19.4% of medical device recalls were related to software [28]. Another study focused
1

This document is still under study and subject to change
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on recalls of medical devices related to computer-based failures such as software,
hardware, inputs, outputs, or battery. This study reported that 2,303,441 recalls out of
12,024,836 were related to software. Software issues accounted for 33.3% of class I
recalls, 65.6% of class II recalls and 75.3% of class III recalls [15,31]. The FDA recall
process includes specifically identifying software-related recalls in order to improve
medical device quality and to ensure patient safety [7].
Software quality assurance (SQA) practices have been integrated into the software development process to find defects and ensure software quality. SQA processes aim to minimize software defects and show that software meets requirements. There are many SQA activities, such as testing and inspections, which can be
used to validate software [30]. Research studies suggest that a defect taxonomy is
the best way to prevent and control defects [5,8,9]. People use customized or original
defect taxonomies in different domains such as the safety critical domain, the business domain, and the telecommunications domain. Before they use defect taxonomies, they validate their defect taxonomies in terms of reliability, efficiency, and completeness.
This study focuses on validating a new defect taxonomy called SW91 [2]. This
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains what a defect taxonomy is and how
industries have used defect taxonomies during software development. Section 3 explains the benefits of using defect classification schemes. Section 4 explains the
development of a new defect classification scheme for health software, SW91. Section 5 explains initial steps taken to validate SW91. Section 6 explains a new testing
method called “taxonomy based testing” which details how defect categories from a
taxonomy can be used in testing. Section 7 outlines plans for future work where
taxonomy based testing will be used to validate SW91. Section 8 presents the
summary and conclusions.

State of the art – The use of defect taxonomies in industry
A defect taxonomy is a system of hierarchical categories designed to be a useful aid
for reproducibly classifying defects in the software development lifecycle [14]. There
are many other terms for defect taxonomy including fault categorization, defect classification, fault classification scheme and bug taxonomy. In this paper, the terms defect taxonomy and defect classification scheme are used interchangeably. This section explains how different industries used various defect classification schemes for a
variety of purposes in different phases of the software development lifecycle in order
to improve software quality.
In 1998, at the Motorola Corporate Software Centre, the GSM Products Division’s Base Station Systems (GSMBSS) conducted a study on how the ODC scheme
can be used to measure the progress of software development [4]. The ODC scheme
was applied to an existing project with data collected by Fagan inspection [30]. After
a successful feasibility study using the gathered data to verify the suitability of the
ODC scheme, the team mapped defect data with minor modifications into the ODC
scheme. This study proved that software development progress measurement and
process improvement feedback can be produced from the data which was collected
using an existing inspection method by adopting the ODC scheme. The authors of
this study believed the ODC scheme can easily be applied to enhance software
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quality and to improve customer satisfaction while developing defect prevention and
qualitative process management techniques [4].
In 2004, Lutz and Mikulski [20] published work on the analysis of 199 anomalies
from seven spacecraft at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The purpose of this study
was to improve the safety of future missions. The ODC scheme was selected to classify the post-launch safety critical software anomalies in order to extract the defect
signature. The following outcomes were highlighted from this study:
 Training on documentation of anomalies can limit the reoccurrence of
anomalies.
 The benefit of maintaining the documentation of system requirements for the
operational process has been identified.
 Anomalies’ analysis enhances the reusability of knowledge from one system
to another.
 When comparing the outcomes from other methods related to operational risk,
the anomaly patterns obtained by classifying the anomalies using the ODC
scheme provided additional understanding of operational risks.
Finally, the authors of this study stated classifying anomalies lead to understanding
the anomalies triggers and contributed to preventing operational anomalies.
Freimut et al. [10] conducted a study at Robert Bosch GmbH in the business unit
for Gasoline Systems (GS) and published their work in 2005. Gasoline Systems developed electronic control units for gasoline engines with embedded software as a
key component. To overcome the lack of information related to quality assurance and
overall system quality at Bosch GS, it was decided to apply quantitative data management techniques in quality assurance strategies. They defined, introduced and
validated a customized defect classification scheme to track defects which are involved in software development and process measurement [10]. The following outcomes were obtained after applying a defect classification scheme:
 Defect flow distribution and its outputs were observed.
 Identification of the defects introduced in early stages and identified in later
stages.
 Defect data from the case study which identified categories with a high number of defects.
 Providing the measurement outputs to management.
In 2007, Robillard et al. [26] published work detailing the measurable test efficiency in a software product due to changing testing practices. This research was conducted with a team that developed audio software for video games. Two different
testing phases, A and B, were used to measure the test efficiency. Phase A used
implicit testing practices to record defects. In the second phase, B, an “Easy to follow” scheme was proposed to record the testing practices in order to make developers aware of the type of testing activities involved. A modified ODC scheme was
used to record the defects in both testing phases and the following outcomes were
observed [26]:
 The distribution of defects for the type of activity conducted in each phase,
such as design review, code inspection, and unit test.
 The distribution of defects based on the discovery attributes. Discover attributes indicate who found the defects.
 The distribution of defects based on the activity qualifier attributes. The activity
qualifier attribute indicates whether defects were found opportunistically or
during planned testing.
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The ODC scheme was selected to get a statistical understanding of software
process measurement using both types of testing.
In 2008, the ODC scheme was used in NASA flight projects. The ODC scheme
was used as an extension of the COnstructive QUALity Model (COQUALMO) developed by Raymond Madachy and Barry Boehm from the University of Southern California, USA. The ODC COQUALMO model was used for critical NASA flight projects
[21]. The ODC scheme was successfully adopted in defect reduction strategies. The
ODC COQUALMO model helped in providing a highly detailed view of the defect profiles and their impact on specific risks. The ODC COQUALMO model with automated
risk minimization helped to meet the quality goals of NASA’s flight projects in a shorter time with fewer resources [21].
In 2010, Li et al. [19] presented an extended and modified defect classification
scheme named the Orthogonal Defect Classification scheme for Black-box Defect
(ODC-BD) which was created based on the ODC scheme. This empirical study was
aimed at helping black-box defect analysers and black-box testers to improve their
testing efficiency and analysis. It was proved that the effort for defect analysis was
reduced by 15% after applying the ODC-BD. The test efficiency, measured as the
number of detected defects per unit time, in the first week, without using the ODC-BD
scheme, was 0.075. In the second month, the test efficiency increased to 0.125 using
the ODC-BD scheme [19]. This empirical study with 1660 black-box defects is a good
example of measuring the black-box testing process with the ODC scheme.
In 2012, Mellegård et al. [23] published their work on developing an effective and
systematic software defect classification scheme at Volvo car corporation in Sweden.
They developed a software defect classification scheme “the Light-weight Defect
Classification scheme (LiDeC)”, which complements the IEEE standard classification
for software anomalies [12,13]. This study demonstrated the customization of a generic defect classification scheme to classify defects. Adopting a customized defect
classification scheme minimized the time required to find defects while helping to
characterize the defects. The HP scheme has been used within Hewlett-Packard departments for many different purposes such as root cause analysis and defect
presentation [11,25].
In 2014, Nuno Silva and Marco Vieira [27] published their work which demonstrated the importance of domain specific defect classification schemes. They focused on four systems from the aerospace and space industries. They demonstrated
the following problems in adopting a generic classification scheme into a safety critical domain:
 There are problems with adopting a generic defect classification scheme without considering the defect propagation effects and the interconnection of defects from different phases of the software development lifecycle.
 Inability to cover all the defects with existing listed defect types, defect triggers
and defect impacts.
 Differentiating dimensions to keep the orthogonality of the defects was not
easy to achieve.
 Not showing the connection to the quality models.
 There were difficulties getting the necessary level of information related to
each defect to map with the defect type, defect trigger or defect impact.
 Difficulties mapping non-functional defects.
 Difficulties mapping the defects to a related standard.
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The above points clearly demonstrate the problems in adopting a generic classification scheme into a safety critical domain. This study highlights the need for improved and domain specific defect taxonomies to classify defects.
Since medical device software is often safety critical, the necessity of a domain
specific defect classification scheme has been identified and a defect classification
scheme is being developed for healthcare software called SW91 [29]. The development of SW91 is explained in Section 4.
This section detailed how different defect classification schemes were used in different industries from 1998 to 2014 and the importance of domain specific defect
classification schemes. The next section discusses the benefits of defect
classification schemes.

Benefits of defect classification schemes
Bernd Freimut [11] has detailed various benefits of defect classification schemes
including characterization of the defects found, defect prevention, control inspections,
evaluate and improve technologies, control testing, plan testing and reduce field defects.
Vallespir et al. [32] stated a defect classification scheme makes it easy to find the
injected defects while providing information on phases, activities, and disciplines
throughout the software development lifecycle. Robert B. Grady from Hewlett Packard stated that the benefit of classifying defects is to help find the correct quality assurance activity. He stated: “As you categorize the defects, you will uncover a variety
of symptoms. A typical first step will be for you to decide to do better or different inspections or tests” [25]. When combining both Vallespir et al. and Robert B. Grady’s
statements, injected defects could be identified and classified by a defect classification scheme. Those classified defects will inform the choice of the correct quality assurance activities.
Kelly and Shepard stated a detailed defect classification scheme plays a significant role in understanding the software development process [18]. Defect classification schemes can be created for several different purposes in a software development organization. These include:
1. Making decisions during software development
2. Tracking defects for process improvement
3. Guiding the selection of test cases
4. Analysing research results [18]
Vogel has detailed a procedure for medical device software defect management.
“Classification” is the second of eight steps. Vogel’s defect procedure supports the
need for defect classification schemes in medical device software development. He
stated the importance of classification in medical device software as follows: “the
classification is important for later determination on the recommendations and means
for verifying any changes made to deal with the defect”. Safety critical domains have
utilized defect classification schemes to reduce defects and to improve analysis
[21,24,27]. Safety critical domains have a requirement for a unique defect classification scheme tailored to their unique needs [33]. The medical device software industry
is such a safety critical domain and hence should have its own domain specific defect
classification scheme.
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The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) is developing a defect classification scheme for health software which includes medical device software. Section 4 explains the development of the defect classification scheme
for health software called SW91. Prior to the development of SW91, there has been
no defect classification scheme specifically developed for use in the medical device
software industry. It is hoped that applying a defect classification scheme into the
medical device software industry will bring similar benefits observed in Sections 2
and 3.

AAMI and Development of SW91
AAMI is a non-profit organization founded in 1967 [1]. AAMI is developing a defect classification scheme named “Classification of Defects in Health SoftwareSW91” as a standard. This work started in 2014 and aims to provide a common language to classify defects and improve software quality in health software including
medical device software [29]. SW91 was published in September 2016 for first public
comment and again published in April, 2017 for the second round of public comment.
It is expected that the final version of SW91 will be published later in 2017. SW91
includes defect categories from planning a system to maintenance and release of a
system.
It contains multi-level defect categories such as parent level and bottom level.
Each defect category has its own defect code with a unique number. The numbering
system followed in SW91 is flexible to allow new categories to be added as necessary under any parent level of defect category. The next section explains how SW91
has been validated to date.

Validation of SW91
Before starting the validation of SW91, a brief comparison was done among other
relevant defect classification schemes such as the ODC scheme, the IEEE Standard
Classification for Software Anomalies and the HP scheme. Bernd Freimut analyzed
different defect classification schemes based on their structure and their usability
[11]. In the literature defect classification schemes were validated for their reliability,
ability to perform useful analysis, and efficiency [10,19,20,22]. These terms will be
considered in the validation of SW91. In addition to the above terms, the defect coverage of SW91 will also be validated by this research. Our plan has following three
different tracks:
1. Mapping defects from databases.
2. Mapping defects from medical device software companies.
3. Taxonomy based testing.
Section 5.1 explains the first track of the validation and explains how SW91 was
mapped with open source data. Section 5.2 presents the second track of validation.
The third track of validation is a new approach using taxonomy based testing. Section 6 explains how taxonomy based testing has been used in other industries.
Section 7 explains future plans to use taxonomy based testing to validate SW91.
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5.1

Mapping SW91 with CWE

The CWE is an open source list containing common software weaknesses and
their vulnerabilities. CWE Version 2.9 [6] was the latest version available when the
mapping was started. CWE Version 2.9 contains 1004 vulnerabilities. This version of
CWE has multiple views such as full dictionary view, development view, research
view and fault pattern view.
Prior to the mapping, it was necessary to select the appropriate view of vulnerabilities from the CWE. After carefully analysing the multiple views, SW91 was
mapped with the cross section view from the CWE. The approach to the mapping
and the selection of the cross section view was discussed and finalized with the
SW91 development team. The SW91 development team is composed of members
from a number of relevant disciplines such as medical device product development,
software engineering, software quality, and regulatory policy with members considered to be expert in their field.
The cross section view contains a selection of software weaknesses which
represent the range of weaknesses captured in the CWE. These weaknesses include
a total of 158 vulnerabilities [6]. From the CWE cross section, out of 158 vulnerabilities, 150 vulnerabilities were successfully mapped with SW91’s defect categories.
This was a manual one to one mapping. In my initial mapping it was not possible to
find a suitable category from SW91 for the following eight vulnerabilities from the
CWE cross section:
173: Improper Handling of Alternate Encod486: Comparison of Classes by Name
ing
175: Improper Handling of Mixed Encoding
502: Deserialization of Untrusted Data
222: Truncation of Security-relevant Infor798: Use of Hard-coded Credentials
mation
434: Unrestricted Upload of File with Dan323: Reusing a Nonce, Key Pair in
gerous Type
Encryption
The one to one mapping was reviewed by the SW91 development team who
paid particular attention to the eight vulnerabilities that could not be mapped. The
team members checked for the possibility of mapping with SW91’s existing defect
categories and there was a discussion on adding new defect categories and changing the name of a defect category, in order to ensure that all vulnerabilities could be
mapped to a suitable defect category.
Out of the eight vulnerabilities which could not initially be mapped, five
vulnerabilities were mapped with newly added defect categories or defect categories
that required name changes. Three vulnerabilities were assigned to an existing defect category. This one to one mapping established that all of the CWE cross section
vulnerabilities could be mapped to at least one defect category from SW91.
From the completed one to one mapping, a subset of vulnerabilities was selected by an experienced team member. The selected subset included eighteen vulnerabilities from all phases of the software development life cycle. One to many
mapping was conducted for those eighteen vulnerabilities. In one to many mapping,
each vulnerability was mapped with possible different defects categories from SW91.
The purpose of the one to many mapping was to show the usability of SW9. The initial one to many mappings was conducted by me. Then the SW91 development team
reviewed the mapping.
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In the validation process out of eighteen mappings, five mappings were accepted by the team without any changes. Three mappings were changed by adding
additional defect categories into the existing mapping. Two mappings were changed
by adding additional defect categories and deleting some mapped categories. Three
mappings were changed by adding additional defect categories including the reason
for why those categories were selected. Two mappings were changed by deleting
few mapped categories from the mapped defect categories. One mapping was
changed by deleting defect category and including the reason for why other categories were selected. Finally two mapping were totally deleted and replaced with new
mapped categories.
For example vulnerability 642: External Control of Critical State Data was
mapped with the following two categories from SW91 by me. The third defect category was added by the team members when they were validating the one to many
mapping:
1. Failure to Protect (5.3.2.3.3): Software permits access to an object that should
be protected (for security reasons rather than for coherency), assuming the design is correct. Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.
2. Private Data Declared Public (5.3.1.6.2): An object is declared as public when it
should be private. The object may be accessible to functions that should not use
it, creating an unintended dependency or security vulnerability.Fehler! Textmarke
nicht definiert.
3. Security (3.8): The defects are related to security issues in the architecture, such
as compromising of sensitive information, choosing an inappropriate authentication protocol, not using access control, or communication integrity. It may also include the use of unsigned software and the introduction of unknown changes after
the software is deployed. Note that many issues related to security involve requirements inadequacies, and many security vulnerabilities might be caused by
poor design or implementation activities. Capturing all the causes and contributing
factors for a security defect should involve identifying possible Requirement Defects (2.*), Design Defects (4.*) and Implementation Defects (5.*) rather than categorizing every failure associated with security as a Security (3.8) defect. Fehler!
Textmarke nicht definiert.

Figure 1: CWE MappingFehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.

This one to many mapping shows how a user can select multiple different defect categories from SW91 to map to a particular vulnerability. This subset of mappings was added as
an annex in SW91. This CWE mapping was conducted as part of the validation of SW91.
This work was carried out to determine the defect categories and their coverage in SW91
when compared with publicly available vulnerabilities. This mapping also shows difficulties in
reliability mapping data, with different people coming up with different mappings. The next
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section explains another part of the validation carried out with empirical data from a medical
device software development company.2

5.2 Mapping SW91 with data from a medical device software company
As a part of the validation process, we contacted a medical device software development company to request empirical data to map with SW91. Company A from Ireland develops medical device software and web-based applications. The benefits of defect classification schemes and the need for a defect classification scheme in the medical device software
industry were explained to the management of company A. Data was obtained from company A. The following data has been used in this mapping:
1 Defects
4. Risks
2. Software Design Specification
5. Testing Protocols
3. User Requirement Specification (URS)
The first four data sets were mapped with SW91 defect categories. Figure 2 displays
the mappings of data from company A to SW91 defect categories. In mapping A of Figure 2
the defects from company A mapped to nineteen distinct defect categories from SW91.
Some slight changes of wording were observed between the defects from the defect data
and SW91 defect categories. For example, a defect from the defect data for a “function X”
was described as “Units not converting correctly”. This defect was included in the mapping
between SW91 defect category and received defect as “Type Conversion” for “function X”.
Then, in mapping B of Figure 2 control flow diagrams from the software design
specification document were mapped with eighteen distinct defect categories from SW91.
The software design specification document clearly explained the software and the constraints of the system. In addition, control flow diagrams in the software design specification
document described the functionality of the system step by step. In this mapping, all elements from the control flow diagrams were mapped into defect categories from architectural
defects, design defects, and implementation defects in SW91. Since SW91 uses a hierarchical structure of defects, it was easy to jump into the relevant defect category at the appropriate level. For example, if a control flow diagram has a processing step containing a statement “Count <1”, then searching for a relevant defect category from the implementation defects is straight forward rather than searching for defects from other phases of software development such as requirement defects or maintenance defects. Here the following defect
categories were assigned to the above processing step “Count <1”:
 Mixed Sign
 Invalid Path
 Use Before Check
 Operator
The URS document includes forty-two requirements. In mapping C of Figure 2, forty
requirements were mapped with thirty-eight distinct defect categories from SW91. Each requirement from the URS document has associated prioritized risks. Despite the URS documents and software design specification documents being prepared for the company’s own
use, it was possible to map them with SW91.

A separate mapping of the testing protocols and SW91 defect categories was not performed
because the testing protocols are already linked with the software design specification and
the user requirements from URS document.
2

This capture is from the draft version of the standard that was out for public comment.
This is not intended to represent the final version of the standard.
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So the defect categories
from SW91 were used in
both mapping B and C can
be directly linked with the
respective the testing protocols
From this mapping,
five common SW91 defect
categories have been identified from all three mappings A, B and C. In this
approach, whenever the
requirements have been
gathered and company A
does this mapping, it will
enable them to see the
possible defect categories
for each requirement. This
type of mapping also allows goal oriented test
cases to be written, consistent with the taxonomy
based testing approach.
Those goal oriented test
cases will be based on the
requirements and respective mapped defect categories from SW91. Execu-

tion of these goal oriented test cases will save
Figure 2: Mapping company A's data to SW91
time finding defects when a test
case fails. This mapping will improve software quality by identifying defects at an earlier stage of software development such as identified common five defects.Since
company A has detailed control flow diagrams, mapping each stage of the control
flow diagram with SW91 defect categories will help to minimize defects at the development phase. When we have the anticipated defect categories for every stage, developers can work to avoid those defects. Quality assurance engineers run tests to
find the mapped defect categories. This will minimize the time to find the defects and
it will help to prevent defects at the earliest possible phase of software development.
Company A has risks for every requirement in their URS document. Those risks are
prioritized by severity. If every requirement is mapped with defect categories from
SW91, the risks can be used to prioritize which defects should be fixed first.
As we discussed in Section 5, in terms of the validation of a defect
classification scheme, the reliability of SW91 can be observed here. Normally, the
reliability of a defect classification scheme is determined by the mapping of the same
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defects by different people. If different people map the same defects with the same
defect categories from a classification scheme, then it is decided that the defect classification scheme has good reliability. Here, the same defects from three different
documents including URS, control flow diagram from software design specification
document and defects from defect data mapped to the same categories in SW91.
Due to the confidentiality of the data from company A, we are unable to detail all the
mappings here. This section explained how an initial empirical validation was carried
out with data from a medical device software development company. Future work in
this research will use taxonomy based testing as another method of validating SW91.
Next section presents an explanation of taxonomy based testing. Section 7 explains
plans for future work involving taxonomy based testing.

Taxonomy based testing
Defect taxonomies can be used in testing [3]. Creating the test cases for the defect categories from a defect taxonomy gives better test coverage [3,15]. Michael
Felderer and Armin Beer have conducted significant research on defect taxonomysupported testing (DTST) [9]. They stated, “Defect taxonomies can be applied to control the design of tests and the quality of releases to keep testing manageable although time and resources in projects are limited”. In their research, a novel process
of system testing using a defect taxonomy has been proposed and implemented. A
case study was used to explain how a taxonomy can be integrated into the standardized test process defined by the ISTQB. The proposed test process contains five
steps. The first four steps of the DTST process were integrated into the first step of
the ISTQB test process called “Test Planning and Control”. The next section explains
future work with taxonomy based testing.

Future work
To continue the validation of SW91, our future work will focus on taxonomy based
testing in a medical device software development company. This taxonomy based
testing will consider the following points in terms of the validation of SW91:



The efficiency of SW91
The reliability of SW91




Useful analyses enabled by SW91
Defect coverage

Defect data will be requested from medical device software companies. This data
will initially be used to check the defect coverage and reliability of SW91. After gathering other necessary data for taxonomy based testing, requirements will be mapped
with SW91 defect categories. Test cases will be generated based on those mapped
requirements. During the testing process, test cases generated from mapped requirements with SW91 defect categories will be executed and the results will be
observed.
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Figure 3: Modified IEC 62304 V model and taxonomy based testing
This method of validation will be used to assess the quality of SW91 in terms of
efficiency, reliability, performance of useful analyses and defect coverage. Since
SW91 includes defect categories for all phases of the software development lifecycle,
taxonomy based testing will be used to examine the efficiency of SW91 in finding defects at an earlier stage of the medical device software development lifecycle. When
it comes to the reliability of SW91, if a statistically significant number of quality assurance engineers at a medical device software company mapped the same given defects with same defect categories this will demonstrate the reliability. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. explains the modified V model from
IEC 62304 and how SW91 defect categories link with each phase of medical device
software development. At the end of the taxonomy based testing, if SW91 helped to
increase the test efficiency and helped to reduce similar software defects in future
phases, this will be considered as the validation of SW91 in terms of useful analyses.
If SW91 covers all identified defects from requirements capture to the final system,
this will be considered a validation of defect coverage. Section 8 details the summary
and conclusions of this paper.

Summary and Conclusion
This paper explained software quality problems in medical device software industries
and why quality assurance practices may fail to identify defects. The benefits of defect taxonomies were outlined with the empirical examples from the literature. The
necessity for a domain specific defect taxonomy in safety critical domains was also
explained. The development of a new defect classification for health software (SW91)
is underway to address this need in the medical device domain. Validation methods
for defect taxonomies from the literature were also presented. As a validation of this
newly developed defect classification for health software, two mapping were com-
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pleted. Firstly, with CWE’s vulnerabilities and, secondly, with data from a medical
device company. These mappings examined the reliability and the defect coverage of
SW91. Finally, our future work will utilize taxonomy based testing to validate the efficiency, reliability, enabling of useful analyses and defect coverage of SW91. Taxonomy based testing will also improve the software quality in medical device software.
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Abstract
Presently, an increasing number of software development
organizations are adopting global software development (GSD),
mainly because of the significant return on investment it produces.
However, GSD is a complex phenomenon, and there are many
challenges associated with it, especially those related to software
process improvement (SPI). It has been noticed that SPI can a play a
significant role in the successful execution of GSD projects. The aim
of this research study is to propose a software process improvement
implementation and management model (SPIIMM) that can assist
SPI practitioners to assess and measure their process improvement
readiness prior to SPI implementation in the domain of GSD. SPIIMM
will be based on the existing SPI literature, an industrial empirical
study with SPI practitioners, and an understanding of the factors that
could impact the implementation of SPI initiatives in a GSD
environment.
Keywords
Software Process Improvement, Global Software Development,
Systematic Literature Review, Success Factors, Barriers, Practices.

1 Introduction
Global software development (GSD) is a relatively recent business strategy for
developing high-quality software in low-wage countries at lower cost. In GSD, the
software development activities are performed beyond the geographical, cultural and
temporal boundaries. The development teams face various challenges due to cultural
difference, time difference, language barriers and different social norms and values [1].
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The concept of GSD is growing fast and adopted by the majority of software
development firms. The main reason behind the acceptance of GSD is the economic
factor which is the most motivated tool for software development organizations [2].
Herbsleb [3] reported that business profits, low cost and time, high percent of
productivity, access to skillful individuals, innovative concepts and access to market are
the benefits which make GSD to be a good choice for the software development
organizations.
Besides various benefits, the software quality becomes an enormous issue in the
domain of GSD due to the disappointing results of various big projects [4]. Attarzadeh
and Ow [5] conducted a survey and they reported that 31.1% of the GSD projects were
ended before the completion. The software development firms have recognized that the
main challenge of poor software quality is the failure to effectively deploy the software
process [6].
Different techniques and methods were introduced to successfully manage the
software process among which the prevailing one is software process improvement
(SPI). Zahran [7] defined SPI as "the discipline of defining, characterizing, improving
and measuring software management, better product innovation, faster cycle time,
greater product quality and reduced development costs simultaneously".
Various process improvement models and standards have been designed in order to
help software organizations to achieve effective management of software development
processes. In particular, capability maturity model integration (CMMI) is one of the
process improvement models that consist of organized, systematic and control
collection of the best practices for process improvement and assessment [8]. The
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has also developed standards and
recommendations for SPI [9]. For example, ISO/IEC 15504 is targeted as process
improvement standard under the software process improvement and capability
determination (SPICE). SPICE was developed to test and advertise process
improvement standards and models [9]. The ISO/IEC 15504 has since evolved into
more advance process assessment and improvement standards, such as ISO/IEC
330XX [10]. The ISO/IEC 330XX family covers the assessment of processes deployed
in an organization, including their maintenance, change management, delivery, and
improvement [10]. Furthermore, the government of the UK has developed an
information technology infrastructure library (ITIL) framework in order to support the
information technology services [11]. ITIL comprises of best practices to set policies for
assessing and improving the information technology related activities by providing the
service life cycles [11].
However, slight consideration has been given to develop process improvement
models and standards in the context of GSD, which reduce the success rate of SPI
programs [12]. It is vital for process improvement practitioners to have deep knowledge
of SPI activities in the domain of GSD [12, 13, 14]. Nevertheless, the challenges
associated with SPI are quite different in GSD organizations and the practitioners
should emphasize on the issues of the process improvement activities in the GSD
environment [12]. Niazi et al. [12] highlighted that because of the distributed nature of
GSD projects, the implementation of SPI activities is more demanding than collocated
environment. The existing SPI literature does not examine the distributed nature of GSD
organizations in sufficient details [13-15].
Little attention has been given to conduct empirical studies in order to efficiently
execute SPI programs in GSD environments and less attention has been given to
develop models and frameworks that could assist the organizations towards the
effective implementation of process improvement activities. In this regard, we have
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proposed a model that could support GSD organizations by providing a robust
framework for assessment and improvement of SPI implementation activities. The
proposed model could help GSD organizations to effectively manage the process
improvement programs.

2 Motivation and Novelty
SPI research is in practice for many years in the areas of information systems and
software engineering [12, 16]. Ramasubbu [13] reported that most of the available
literature debated process improvement in the context of collocated software
development, but currently, a majority of the software firms are adopting the
phenomena of GSD. Niazi [17] highlighted that the deployment of SPI activities is a long
term approach and required significant time and resources [18]. Even software
development organizations committed to provide all the resources do not always
accomplish the expected outcomes. Ngwenyama and Nielsen [19] reported the failure
rate of SPI programs up to 70% and they mentioned that the root cause of process
improvement failure is the limited attention given to the issues associated with the SPI
programs.
Richardson et al. [20] argued that in GSD, the team members are physically separate
due to the geographical and temporal distances which decrease the direct
communication opportunities. Similarly, cultural distance negatively affects the
understanding and appreciation level of the activities and efforts of the distributed
teams. Process models such as CMM, CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504 operate successfully
in a collocated environment, but they do not explicitly address the distributed nature of
the software development [20]. A systematic mapping study of SPI in GSD conducted
by Kuhrmann et al. [21] reported that existing literature consists of different process
improvement proposals and experience reports, but very few studies have discussed
standards and models for SPI. They highlighted that the available studies critically
discussed the deployment of SPI standards and models like CMMI and ISO/IEC 15504
in the domain of GSD. Presently the distributed software development is extending from
focusing only on the cost reduction towards the improvement of all the phases of
software development cycle [17].
Ramasubbu [13] reported that the geographically distributed nature of GSD makes
challenging to successfully execute the SPI activities. He further discussed that the
geographical distribution of the team members brings various other issues related to
SPI activities, e.g. to develop practices for process improvement implementation,
strategy to shape a strong and positive relationship among the dispersed team
members, overcome the time difference and address the cultural challenges. In order to
effectively implement these challenges, it is important for the SPI team members to
have comprehensive knowledge and understanding of the designing and deployment of
process improvement activities [16].
To summarise, despite of the importance of SPI program, no mechanism has been
identified in order to competently manage SPI implementation initiatives in distributed
environment. There is a pressing need to develop a technique that could help GSD
organizations to successfully assess and execute the SPI related activities.
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3 Limitations of the Existing Models and Standards
In this section, we have discussed the limitations of existing process improvement
models and standards.

3.1

Capability Maturity Model (CMM)

The main objective of CMM is to assess and refine the organizational processes.
CMM consists of total five maturity levels (i.e. initial, repeatable, defined, managed, and
optimizing) [31]. In CMM maturity levels, level-1 refers to the lowest maturity state of an
organization where level 5 refers to the highest maturity level. Each maturity level
consists of different key process areas (KPAs). CMM is an effective model for process
improvement with defined maturity levels, KPAs and key practices. However, CMM
does not provide any information about the effective implementation strategies and
deployment of key practices. CMM model does not debated on issues related to
humans, such as employee motivation, hiring and selection [22].

3.2

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)

The structure of CMMI is based on the core components of CMM and the information
collected from different other models and real world experiences of organizations that
had adopted CMM for years. CMMI also have five maturity levels (i.e. “initial, managed,
defined, quantitatively managed and optimizing”) [8]. In comparison to CMM, CMMI
gives an innovative view of maturity levels, key practices and the process areas.
However, CMMI model does not provide detail information about the implementation of
key practices and also does not recommend any implementation strategy [22].

3.3

SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504)

International Standards Organisation (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) developed (ISO/IEC 15504) for SPI under the SPICE (Software
Process Improvement and Capability determination) program [9]. Process and process
capability are the key dimensions of SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) [7]. The process
dimension involves the measurable aim and objective of each process, while capability
dimension consists of the attributes of each process [7]. It could be measured using the
capability levels. Zahran [7] define capability level as, “a set of attributes that work
together to enhance capability to perform a process. Each level provides a major
enhancement of capability in the performance of the process”. SPICE integrates the
existing process improvement methodologies, but does not provide an explicit process
improvement path.

3.4

International Standards Organization (ISO) 9000

ISO 9000 developed a series of standards in order to certify quality systems
implemented in firms [32]. These standards could be used to assess the quality of the
systems in an organization irrespective to the size and type of the organization or the
complexity of the products or services. ISO 9001 consists of guidelines to implement
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standard organizational management systems. It would assist organizations to fulfil the
customer needs and any other involved parties based on the quality management
principles presented by ISO. It provides complete guidelines for organizations in order
to assess the quality of their management systems [14, 15]. ISO 9001 is a generic
standard that mainly focused on manufacturing and services of different types of
organizations, instead of just software industry [33]. Similarly, ISO 9001 is a quality
management standard and didn’t explicitly explore the process improvement aspects of
software systems.

3.5

Implementation Maturity Model (IMM)

Niazi [22] developed a maturity model to assist the process improvement practitioners in
order to effectively manage the SPI activities. IMM was based on the key concepts of
CMMI [8]. The structure of IMM consists of three core components (i.e. factors,
assessment, and implementation). IMM provides the detail information about the
deployment of key practices and recommend implementation strategies. The humans
related aspects of SPI implementation are explicitly discussed in IMM. However, IMM
does not differentiate the collocated and distributed nature of the software development
organizations.

4 Research Contribution and Research Questions
A brief survey of literature clarifies that there is a need of framework or model that can
contribute to the effective implementation of process improvement in GSD environment.
The main concern of this study is to experimentally investigate the views and opinions
of SPI experts and to come up with a model that can help the GSD industry to
successfully assess and implement the SPI program.
The model will be based on process improvement literature, industrial empirical study
and assessment case studies. The focus of our study is to fill the research gap between
process improvement research and practice in a way that it becomes accessible to both
industrial practitioners and researchers.
For this reason, we have developed the following research questions.
RQ1: What are the factors, as identified in the literature and industrial study that could
have positive or negative impact on SPI implementation in the GSD environment?
RQ2: What are the key differences between the factors identified in the literature and
industrial study?
RQ3: What are the practices to address the identified factors?
RQ4: How can a practically robust software process improvement implementation and
management model (SPIIMM) be developed?

5 Research Methodology
The selected research methods consist of systematic literature review (SLR), survey
questionnaire and case study.
 In the first stage, SLR approach will be used to extract the success factors,
barriers and implementation practices from the available literature.
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 In the second phase, survey questionnaire will be used to empirically assess the
findings of SLR and collect additional success factors, barriers and practices
apart from the identified ones.
 Develop SPIIMM based on the findings of the SLR and empirical study (survey
questionnaire).
 In the last phase, the effectiveness of SPIIMM will be assessed using the case
studies conducted in GSD organizations.
The complete research process is presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Research Process.

5.1

Data Collection

We have selected SLR and questionnaire survey techniques to collect the data from
existing literature and practitioners. The selected research techniques are chosen
because these methods are considered to be suitable for the type of the data involved
in this research [22, 23].
Systematic Literature Review. Kitchenham et al. [24] define systematic literature
review (SLR) as the methodical way of mining, analysing and reporting the findings of
the existing literature associated with any research field and questions of interest. The
aim of this SLR study is to analyse maximum relevant available literature by using the
step by step instructions of the SLR technique [24]. SLR consists of three core phases
i.e. planning the review, conducting the review and reporting the findings of the review
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[24]. All the three phases of SLR are briefly discussed in our previous articles [14, 15,
34].
Empirical Data Collection. Bryman [25] discussed that selection of the empirical
research methods should be based on the nature of the required data and information,
the available resources and the capability of manipulating the variables of interest.
Based on SLR findings, we will develop an online survey questionnaire to investigate
the success factors, barriers and practices of SPI in the context of GSD. Questionnaire
survey could assist to collect large amounts of data and information from a large group
of people “target population” [1]. As the context of this empirical study is GSD, therefore
we need to collect the data from a diverse range of process improvement experts
working in the domain of GSD across the world. Using survey approach, it is easy to
obtain information regarding the attitude of the people. It is difficult to collect such
information using observational practices [1].

5.2

Conducting the review

We will use the frequency data analysis technique to analyse the questionnaire survey
data and conduct the case studies to evaluate the proposed model (SPIIMM).
Frequency Analysis. Khan [23] reported that frequency analysis is useful for
comparative analysis between different variable groups. Frequency analysis could be
used to analyse the ordinal, numeric and nominal types of data. In this study, we will
follow the frequency analysis in order to calculate the occurrences and comparative
analysis of the identified success factors and barriers. The comparative analysis of the
identified factors will calculate the relative significance of each success factor. In the
same way, the comparative analysis of the identified barriers will highlight the relative
importance of each barrier.
Case Study Analysis. Case study approach will be used in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed model (SPIIMM). Case study technique is considered to
be the most influential evaluation technique and could provide adequate information
about the real world industry experiences [26]. As SPIIMM is designed to implement in
the real world software industry, therefore the case study approach is considered to be more
suitable and effective for this research study.

6 Structure of Proposed Model (SPIIMM)
The success factors, barriers and practices identified during SLR and empirical study
will be used to develop the core components of the proposed model. The identified
success factors, barriers and their practices will be structured by following the concepts
of the available models, i.e. CMMI [8], IMM [22] and SOVRM [23] in order to develop
SPIIMM as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between different components of SPIIMM. It
demonstrates that how the findings of the SLR and empirical study assist to develop the
core three components of SPIIMM i.e.
 SPIIMM maturity level component
 SPIIMM critical success factors (CSFs) and critical barriers (CBs) component
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 SPIIMM practices component

6.1

SPIIMM maturity level component

In this research study, staged representation of CMMI [8] will be followed in order to
structure the maturity levels of SPIIMM. It is important to make several adjustments in
the structure of CMMI in order to consider its process improvement implementation
characteristics.

6.2

SPIIMM factors (CSFs and CBs) component

The five maturity levels of CMMI consist of various process areas (PAs). According to
Niazi et al. [27] the maturity levels of SPI could consider in terms of CSFs and CBs
rather than process areas. The same concept of using CSFs and CBs has been
adopted by different other researchers [27, 28]. They have used CSFs and CBs rather
than CMMI PAs. Different researchers have highlighted the significance of CSFs and
CBs [27, 29]. Therefore the concept of using CSFs and CBs could be effective to
develop SPIIMM.

6.3

SPIIMM practices component

Using the SLR and empirical study approach, different practices will be identified in
order to address the CSFs and CBs of factors component. The practices identified
during the SLR study will be empirically evaluated and identify additional practices from
the SPI experts using the survey questionnaire technique.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of SPIIMM.

7 SPIIMM Assessment Dimension
We have adopted Motorola assessment tool [30] in order to evaluate SPIIMM as shown
in Appendix 1. The Motorola assessment tool has been used by different other
researchers in order to evaluate their proposed maturity models [23, 27, 28]. The
Motorola assessment instrument has been selected due to various compelling reasons.
It is normative and has been used and tested at Motorola. It could indicate the weak
areas of an organization that need further consideration and improvement [30]. It
consists of the following three evaluation dimensions (Appendix 1).
 Approach: This dimension focus on the commitment and support of the
organizational management for the practice also the capability of an organization
to deploy the practice.
 Deployment: The criterion of this dimension is the consistent and uniform
implementation of practice across all the project areas.
 Results: In this dimension the criterion is about the breadth and consistency of
positive results over time and across the project areas.

8 Assessment Criteria of SPIIMM
We have selected the following criteria in order to conduct the feedback session with
the case studies participants:
 Ease of use: The key objective of this criterion is to assess that how easily the
GSD organization can understand and adopt the proposed model (SPIIMM).
 User satisfaction: The SPIIMM should fulfil the requirements of end users and
they need to be satisfied with its results.
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 Structure of SPIIMM: This criterion is developed to analyse the core components
of SPIIMM. It also overview the classification of the reported CSFs and CBs
across the maturity levels of SPIIMM.
The assessment criteria are based on the studies conducted by other researchers in
different other domains [23, 26-28]. The selected criteria could assess the quality and
effectiveness of the product and could help to highlight those areas which contain any
deficits and need further improvements [23].

9 Progress up to-date
We have made the following research so far:
 Thorough overview of the literature to identify the research problem.
 Develop the research questions and objectives.
 Finalizing the complete research process.
 Research methods selection.
 Develop the proposed structure of SPIIMM based on the existing models.
 Selection of assessment criteria for SPIIMM.
We have completed the SLR study and launched the second phase of the data
collection i.e., industrial empirical study. We have designed and developed the core
components of survey questionnaire used to conduct the industrial study. We have
done the pilot survey study and till date some interesting results are identified. The
results consist of success factors and barriers which are published in our previously
published articles [14, 15, 34].
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Appendix: 1
Score

Poor (0)

Weak (2)

Fair (4)

Marginally

Table 1. Motorola Assessment Instrument [30]
Key Activity evaluation dimensions
Approach
Deployment
Results
(Score Range: 0, 2,
(Score Range: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, (Score Range: 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 )
4, 6, 8, 10 )
10 )
· Ineffective
· No management
· No part of the
recognition of
organization uses the
need
practice
· No organizational · No part of the
ability
organization shows
interest
· No organizational
commitment
· Practice not
evident
· Spotty results
· Management
· Fragmented use
· Inconsistent results
begins to
· Inconsistent use
· Some evidence of effectiveness for some
recognize need
parts of the organization
· Deployed in some parts
· Support items for
of the organization
the practice start
· Limited to
to be created
monitoring/verification
· A few parts of
of use
organization are
able to implement
the practice
· Consistent and positive results for
· Wide but not
· Less fragmented use
several parts of the organization
complete
· Some consistency in use · Inconsistent results for other parts of the
organization
commitment by
· Deployed in some major
management
parts of the organization
· Road map for
· Monitoring/verification
practice
of use for several parts
implementation
of the organization
defined
· Several supporting
items for the
practice in place
· Positive measurable results in most parts
· Some
· Deployed in some parts
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qualified
(6)
·

·
Qualified
(8)

·
·
·

·

Outstandin
g (10)

·

·

management
commitment;
some management
becomes proactive
Practice
implementation
well under way
across parts of the
organization
Supporting items
in place
Total management
commitment
Majority of
management is
proactive
Practice
established as an
integral part of the
process
Supporting items
encourage and
facilitate the use
of practice
Management
provides zealous
leadership and
commitment
Organizational
excellence in the
practice
recognized even
outside the
company

of the organization
· Mostly consistent use
across many parts of the
organization
· Monitoring/verification
of use for many parts of
the organization

·

of the organization
Consistently positive results over time
across many parts of the organization

· Deployed in almost all
parts of the organization
· Consistent use across
almost all parts of the
organization
· Monitoring/verification
of use for almost all
parts of the organization

·
·

Positive measurable results in almost all
parts of the organization
Consistently positive results over time
across almost all parts of the
organization

· Pervasive and consistent
deployed across all parts
of the organization
· Consistent use over time
across all parts of the
organization
· Monitoring/verification
for all parts of the
organization

·
·
·

Requirements exceeded
Consistently world-class results
Counsel sought by others
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Autonomous Vehicles?
The Social Aspect? The Ostravian View? An Irish
View?
Mícheál Mac an Airchinnigh
Email: mmaa@iscn.com

Abstract
Functional Safety is always a featured topic of the EuroSPI conferences?
Hence it seems to be a given to consider all those related technical aspects. In
our current culture the car seems to reign supreme. The car is now endowed
with all sorts of technologies such as the breaking system, the air bag, and the
seat belt, which have been designed and tested. To these we must now add
the cybersecurity. There is also a cultural aspect to the car, the shape and
look. Once, cars were basically functional. Now they (all) have a certain welldesigned aesthetic. But there is another foundational aspect to this: the formal
method of design, of shape. [For cyclists, bikers, etc., there are corresponding
function design concerns.]
Keywords
aesthetic, brexit, cybersecurity, socialble, testable, Wikipedia

1 Introduction
In an article posted by Richard Messnarz on LinkedIn, December 2016 @11:34 AM,
related to the conference, he proposed 7 Key Questions for leading the future in engineering EuroSPI 2017 will offer key discussions with lead industry.
1. Is Agile and Lean possible in a safety driven development? My chosen resource is:
SAFe Scaled Agile http://www.scaledagileframework.com
http://www.scaledagileframework.com/blog/
2. Can Safety and Cybersecurity be applied in an integrated approach? Fortunately,
the USA Presidential Election 2016 provided an unforgettable experience! One key
source is that of Homeland Security; https://www.dhs.gov/topic/cybersecurityeducation-career-development. “Cybersecurity of automobiles doesn’t just involve the
production but also the discovery, proactive measures and patching of vulnerabilities.[43] In 2016 Tesla pushed out security fixes “over the air” and into its cars’ computer systems after a Chinese whitehat hacking group disclosed it with an apparent
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altruistic and/or reputation incentive.[44] “ (Wikipedia C-class).
3. What new standards are coming out and how do they influence our work? Specifically, are not these new standards European? Now that Brexit is a reality, how
shall we communicate/collaborate with the United Kingdom?, for example?
4. How does innovation implementation look like in the future, in a networked and
gaming society? Everybody loves to play! Games are fundamentally about playing? Naturally everybody in every culture likes/needs/wants to play! How shall our
gamers adopt to the new reality? Specifically, what are the new gaming strategies? Where will they come from?
5. In a world with growing diversity, how can we get teamwork, cooperation and innovation working? Naturally, as usual, it is a person problem! It is a human problem! In every situation there will be conflict, struggle, diametric views! Naturally, a
solution will evolve! Unfortunately, the majority may be in the wrong! Many great
industries have succumbed! Let us play a game? Name five over the last 10
years?
6. How does the future “Internet of Things” based development and production in
industry 4.0 look like? Let us focus specifically on Ostrava? What has been the
impact on their society so far? We know of the great Industrial background. But
we are also aware of the potential collapse of the current British industrial Complex that is ongoing in the context of Brexit.
7. How can we use trace-ability as a pattern to get the complex systems still connected and understandable?
It is a matter of language! Here we know that the pattern is at the heart of everything! All of Computer science and Mathematics has homed into the essential reality!
8. Ultimately, there is a foundation, a basis, a mathematical one, and it is wedded to
the praxis and theory! This was already known in ancient times …
9. Language is of course, diverse as is natural, “see garden of Eden storey” and extrapolate from that! One might imagine that there is a focusing! In a certain reality,
with respect to those who speak in their personal linguistic historical tongue!
In a Journal article (The Guardian | Friday 16 December 2016) John Harris proposed
the topic : „Why the driverless future could turn into a nightmare“ : „The auto revolution is no longer a sci-fi dream – but millions of jobs may go, fuelling yet more alienation.“ In the Observer (Business) section, UK, “Trains with a guard become driveronly trains, which then become driverless trains.” Add in Capita, the UK-based company that runs the London congestion charge; it said it needed to axe 2000 jobs as
part of a cost-cutting drive in response to poor trading. It said it would use the money
saved from sacking thousands of staff to fund investment in automated technology
across all the company’s divisions. Uber, the taxi-hailing app was testing driverless
cars in San Francisco… It has a deal with Volvo…
„Wages are determined through the antagonistic struggle between capitalist and
worker. Victory goes necessarily to the capitalist. The capitalist can live longer without the worker than can the worker without the capitalist. Combination among the
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capitalists is customary and effective; workers’ combination is prohibited and painful
in ist consequences for them.“ (Marx 1844).
Adam Smith laid the foundations of classical free market economic theory. The
Wealth of Nations was a precursor to the modern academic discipline of economics.
(Wikipedia). Marx commented that „The ordinary wage... is the lowest compatible
with common humanity, that is, with cattle-like exsistence. „The demand for men
necessarily governs the production of men, as of every other commodity.“ Now let us
reconsider again the driverless car~?
Karl Marx was born at Trier in 1818 of a German-Jewish family converted to Christianity. The author has seen his house. After a failed democratic revolution, he arrived
in England as a refugee and lived in London until his death in 1883. It is ironic that
today many such people fleeing „Europe“ are stopped at the UK Channel Border.

2 Brexit? Nationalism? Trumpism?
„The decision by Donald Trump’s administration to allow internet service providers
(ISPs) to sell browsing habits of their customers is „disgusting“ and „appalling“, according to Sir Tim Berners-Lee, creator of the world wide web.“ The Guardian, Wed,
5 April 2017. [WWW launched 1 August 1991]. Berners-Lee also discussed Republican plans to roll back the „net neutrality“ protection that supporters argue is the backbone of an open internet.
In April 2017, Hungary’s Parliament has approved a law that may force the famous
Central European University to leave Budapest! The Central European University is a
graduate-level, English-language university accredited in the U.S. and Hungary and
located in Budapest. Wikipedia. (Hungary’s Parliament Passes Law Targeting
George Soros’ University ! April 4, 2017.)
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/04/world/europe/hungary-george-sorosuniversity.html?_r=0
Naturally, one might begin by asking what the impact of Brexit will have on “The
Global Car Industry”. Instead, it is more prudent/sensible to focus on Europe and in
particular Ostrava. The host is VŠB Technical University.
The Technical University of Ostrava (or Vysoká škola báňská – Technická univerzita
Ostrava in Czech) is a university (polytechnics) located in the city of Ostrava, Moravian-Silesian Region, Czech Republic.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_University_of_Ostrava [stub-class article], i.e.
“This article has been rated as Stub-Class on the project's quality scale. This article
has been rated as Low-importance on the project's importance scale.” Naturally,
there is a good detailed article in Czech :
https://cs.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vysoká_škola_báňská_–_Technická_univerzita_Ostrava
A useful English introduction is available at https://www.vsb.cz/en ; The relevant material is “Computational sciences and information technologies” and “Safety technologies”.
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Naturally, one can imagine throwing AQU ; AQUA ; ECTS ; SPICE ; into the mix ? To
this we might add Functional Safety; Six Sigma; Integrated approach, et alii.
Suddenly, out of the blue, another crisis emerges: Hungary’s Parliament passes a
law targeting George Soros’s University! April 4, 2017.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/04/world/europe/hungary-george-sorosuniversity.html?_r=0
“The university, known as C.E.U., has been operating in Hungary partly as an American institution and relatively free of Hungarian oversight. But the amended law contains a provision that would most likely restrict the independence of universities that
offer diplomas from countries where they do not have a campus or offer courses — a
provision that would affect only Central European University.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_European_University [start-class]
Universities, Institutes of Technology, et allii, are fundamental powerhouses of innovation in all fields. Let us look specifically at some of the consequences ? At this point
it is probably a good time to brexit? Naturally, one might begin by asking what the
impact of Brexit will have on “The Global Car Industry”.
„Gone are the days when cars made in Britain were British. Yesterday’s sale of
Vauxhall/Opel to Peugot meant only the transfer of two large English factories from
the German subsidiary of an American firm to a French company, accompanied by
the ritual promises that jobs would be safe. These seem insubstantial, given that the
new management plans to save 1.7bn euro a year from the old Opel operation, while
the Vauxhall factories made a heavy loss after the pound’s post-referendum slide...
Mrs May’s industrial strategy might be an intelligent deployment of very limited resources. The future of the car industry is clearly electric, and the development of battery technology – something the government plans to support – will be vital.“ — „The
Guardian“ — Published in London and Manchester; March 2017

1.
http://jalopnik.com/here-s-how-brexit-could-affect-the-global-car-industry1782568391
posted by Michael Ballaban.
2. Ford considers UK job cuts after Brexit vote as carmakers eye future (Financial
Times)
https://next.ft.com/content/120f17d4-3a17-11e6-a780-b48ed7b6126f
3. NERI Working Paper Series : The Economic Implications of BREXIT for Northern
Ireland
Paul Mac Flynn, April 2016
http://www.nerinstitute.net/download/pdf/brexit_wp_250416.pdf
4. „Peugot/Opel : The future of the car industry : will androids dream of electric Jeeps
?“. The Guardian, Number 53,038. 7-03-2017. „Gone are the days when cars
made in Britain were British.“ „ ...sale of Vauxhall/Opel to Peugot meant only the
transfer of two large English factories from the German subsidary of an American
firm to a French company, accompanied by the ritual promises that jobs would be
safe.“ But ! The future of the car industry is clearly electric ? The development of
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battery technology will be vital“, „The Guardian“ — Published in London and
Manchester;
Naturally, one might begin by asking what the impact of Brexit will have on “The
Global Car Industry”. Instead, it is more prudent/sensible to focus on Europe and in
particular the host city of Ostrava.
VŠB – Technical University
The Technical University of Ostrava (or Vysoká škola báňská – Technická univerzita
Ostrava in Czech) is a university (polytechnics) located in the city of Ostrava, Moravian-Silesian Region, Czech Republic.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_University_of_Ostrava
One can expect to find the old familiars: AQU; AQUA; ECTS; SPICE;
Functional Safety; Six Sigma; Integrated approach. What else is there?
Let us consider a particular example of the social side of life?
John Naughton, „The Networker“, who writes in the Technical section of the Observer, published a piece under the title of „Why farmers resort to hacking their own tractors.“ 26.03.17.

3 The John Deere tractor story

John Deere is a large American corporation that makes tractors. „If a farmer bought
the tractor he should be able to do whatever he wants with it. You want to replace a
transmission and you take it to an independent mechanic — he can put in the new
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transmission but the tractor can’t drive out of the shop.“ Instead, a Deere technician
has to drive to the repair shop and plug a connector into the tractor’s USB port in order to „authorise“ the new part. The cost : $230 fixed call-out charge, plus $130 an
hour on top. --- Farmers have taken to hacking John Deere’s software. The cracked
software comes mostly from eastern Euro European countries such as Poland.
Legality Issues? Every three years, the US Copyright Office issues exemptions to
section 1201 of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and last October the new list of
exemptions included — mirabile dictu — tractors ! „The exemption allows modification of „computer programs that are contained in and control the functioning of a motorised land vehicle such as a personal automobile, commercial motor vehicle or
mechanised agricultural vehicle“, provided that „circumvention is a necessary step
undertaken by the authorised owner of the vehicle to allow the diagnosis, repair or
lawful modification of a vehicle function“. Nebraskan (and other) farmers to hack the
embedded software in their tractors as long as they don’t tamper with the parts of the
programs that control emissions. The response of John Deere is to impose a licence
with a clause „You may not reverse engineer, decompile, translate, adapt, or dissemble the licensed materials [i.e. embedded software], nor shall you attempt to create
the source from the object code for the software.“ And if you do, you may be liable for
breach of contract... A bird in the Golden Cage syndrome?

4 Formal Methods
The author has spent much of his working life in the field of formal methods, as a
member of the computer science department in Trinity College Dublin, Ireland. (see
O’Regan, Gerard, 2002). In 1990 the author defined formal software development as
1. a formal specification derived from requirements, and
2. a formal method by which one proceeds from the specification to the ultimate
reality of the software.
The specification is written in a mathematical language. In Graz, the author exhibited
the power of VDM (Vienna Development Method), a model oriented approach! Today, one ask how might one use formal methods in the contexts of (1) …?
One turns intuitively to Wikipedia to ascertain the current state of the art! Surprisingly,
“Formal Methods” is given a “a start-class article from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia”!
Nevertheless it is important to note that “In computer science, specifically software
engineering and hardware engineering, formal methods are a particular kind
of mathematically based
techniques
for
the specification,
development
[1]
and verification of software and hardware systems. The use of formal methods for
software and hardware design is motivated by the expectation that, as in other engineering disciplines, performing appropriate mathematical analysis can contribute to
the reliability and robustness of a design.[2]
Formal methods are best described as the application of a fairly broad variety
of theoretical computer science fundamentals, in particular logic calculi, formal languages, automata
theory,
and program
semantics,
but
also type systems and algebraic types to problems in software and hardware specifica8.6  EuroSPI 2017
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tion and verification.[3]
It is quite easy to determine the application of Formal Methods, for example, to the
automotive industry ! Consider, for example the paper, “Challenges of Applying Formal Methods to Automotive Control Systems”,
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/4760/005dc493fb994ae7dfe6932141c0ec46a5ee.pd
f. Another interesting text is LNCS 8718, Formal Methods for Industrial Critical Systems, 19th International Conference, Florence, Italy, Sept 11-12, 2014.
Let us return to the autonomous vehicle ? “An autonomous car (also known as
a driverless car, auto,[1] self-driving car,[2] robotic car[3]) is a vehicle that is capable of sensing its environment and navigating without human input.[4] Many such vehicles are being developed, but as of February 2017 automated cars permitted on
public roads are not yet fully autonomous. They all require a human driver at the
wheel who is ready at a moment's notice to take control of the vehicle.” Wikipedia. [Cclass] For those who are Apple fans, the company has been granted a licence to test
autonomous vehicles in California, marking the public launch of its race with Uber,
Alphabet, and Tesla”.

5. Social responsibility
“Social responsibility is an ethical framework and suggests that an entity, be it
an organization or individual, has an obligation to act for the benefit of society at
large. Social responsibility is a duty every individual has to perform so as to maintain
a
balance
between
the
economy
and
the
ecosystems.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_responsibility [C-class]. One major technological
issue in Ireland has been the problem of the water supply ! https://www.water.ie.
“Irish Water marks key milestone in Cork Lower Harbour Main Drainage Project.” Unfortunately, there many people in Ireland who have refused to contribute their fair
share to the country ! “The European Commission will take infringement proceedings
against Ireland due to dangerous levels of chemicals found in drinking water. The
commission wrote to the Department of Housing this month confirming that a pilot
case it had initiated into the level of trihalomethanes (THMs) in the water system has
been closed.” Jan 30 2017. Recently in Dáil Éireann (end of March) it appears that a
comprimise might have been reached ! https://www.water.ie/water-supply/supplyand-service-update/ See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irish_Water [stub-class article].
Corporate
social
responsibility (CSR,
also
called corporate
conscience, corporate citizenship or responsible business)[1] is a form of corporate
self-regulation
integrated
into
a business
model. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_social_responsibility
[B-class
article].
“Some commentators have identified a difference between the Canadian (Montreal
school of CSR), the Continental European and the Anglo-Saxon approaches to
CSR.[23] It is said that for Chinese consumers,[24] a socially responsible company
makes safe, high-quality products; for Germans it provides secure employment; in
South Africa it makes a positive contribution to social needs such as health care and
education.[25] And even within Europe the discussion about CSR is very heterogeneous.[26]”
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The European Automobile Manufacturers Association [ACEA], http://www.acea.be,
provide some interesting export figures : Top 10 destinations for EU passenger car
exports :

Quick facts:
 The United States remained the EU's most valuable export market for passenger cars in 2016, with exports totalling €38 billion – representing more than
30% of all exports.
 In total, EU passenger car exports fell slightly in 2016 compared to the year
before, both in value (‐3.2%) and in volume terms (‐1.5%); although exports
recovered again after the first half of the year, when declines were more significant.
 Throughout the year, car exports generated a trade surplus worth €87 billion
for the European Union, down 9.9% compared to 2015.
This data is for quarter 4 2016. One wonders what the data will look like now that
Brexit is ongoing?

6. Summing up!
One
is
already
familiar
with
the
Ostrava
Experience
?
http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/1560/ [C-class article.] One recalls a similar
situation in Wales : “Ebbw Vale Steelworks was an integrated steel mill located
in Ebbw Vale, South Wales. Developed from 1780, by the late 1930s it had become
the largest steel mill in Europe. Nationalised after World War II, as the steel industry
changed to bulk handling, iron and steel making was ceased in the 1970s, as the site
was redeveloped as a specialised tinplate works. Closed by Corus in 2002, the site is
being redeveloped in a joint-partnership between Blaenau Gwent Council and
the Welsh Government.”
What does one do to restore confidence in those who are unemployed ? Focusing on
the automobile industry in the context of Brexit, it seems that many will feel “disenfranchised” (enfranchise: give the right to vote to…, historically, to free (a slave). See
“Enfranchisement referendum (Wikipedia). For example, on 29 November 1995, the
President of Poland Lech Wałęsa, after getting permission from Senate, mandated
the referendum with the question: Do you approve the enfranchisement of citizens?
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To get some sort of picture on the rights of employers and employees (workers) one
might refer to the article on Employment :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Employment#Employees_and_employers [C-class article]. The article on the United Kingdom gives some insight : „In the United Kingdom,
employment contracts are categorized by the government into the following types: [20]













Fixed-term contract: last for a certain length of time, are set in advance, end
when a specific task is completed, ends when a specific event takes place.
Full-time or part-time contract: has no defined length of time, can be terminated by either party, is to accomplish a specific task, specified number of
hours.[19]
Agency staff
Freelancers, Consultants, Contractors
Zero-hour contracts
For example, Sports Direct, a retailer, has 90% of its workers on zero-hour
contracts[25]
In August 2013, The Guardian reported that J D Wetherspoon, one of the UK's
largest pub chains, has 24,000 staff, or 80% of its workforce, on contracts with
no guarantee of work each week.[26]
Hertz Car Rental UK employs workers on a zero-hour contract yearly rather
than give guaranteed contracts to save on costs through the winter months.
Zero-hour staff are expected to do any evening or weekend work as the full
time staff do not want to work these hours.
Finally, On 2 April 2015, members of the Mandate Trade Union staged a oneday dispute at 109 branches of Dunnes Stores. The dispute concerned lowhour contracts (typically 15 hours per week), income and employment security,
and the continued failure of Dunnes Stores to recognise or engage with the
Mandate Trade Union, contrary to the recommendations of the impartial Labour Court.[44]

Formal Methods
In 2016, Graz, the author presented some salient aspects of formal methods, choosing in particular a very old one : the Vienna Development Method [VDM] (Dines
Bjoerner
&
Cliff
B.
Jones
1978).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vienna_Development_Method The chosen application
was the Grocery Shop ! Another formal method, Z, might also have been chosen ! It
seems to be right and fitting that it be exhibited this year. Z is both a formal language
and a specification language. In order to come to grips with Z (if one is a novice) the
best way ist o study a simple example : an internal telephone number database !
„The relation between people and their telephone numbers is denoted by :
telephones : Person <–> Phone.
telephones ~ Person X Phone.
Diller gives the example (diller, 4794) included in telephones ;
This also can be written as diller |—> 4794 included in telephones ;
It is possible for one person to have more than one internal telephone (important person) :
Jarrat |—> 4936 included in telephones ;
Jarrat |—> 4317 included in telephones ;
etc.
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A good starting point is, as usual, Wikipedia (to get a simple (?) introduction!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Z_notation [a start-class article]. There is not a lot of
practical information! A broader search for Formal specification, leads to
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formal_specification [unassessed!] Another search for
Model-based specification https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-based_specification
[unassessed] gives very little information! One suspects that perhaps formal methods
are “fading away”? No!
A quick search for Formal Methods Europe http://www.fmeurope.org will quickly reveal the current (European) activities! Of particular interest is the comprehensive
document “Formal Methods for Safe and Secure Computers Systems, BSI Study
875, Editor: Dr. Hubert Garavel, Experts: Dr. Hubert Garavel, Dr. Susanne Graf ; Editor: Dr. Hubert Garavel, Experts: Dr. Hubert Garavel, Dr. Susanne Graf.
https://www.bsi.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/BSI/Publikationen/Studien/form
al_methods_study_875/formal_methods_study_875.pdf;jsessionid=55158BFA02E85
7ED264E69077A1A3A9F.1_cid351?__blob=publicationFile&v=1
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